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Abstract

This thesis focuses on silicon-based high index contrast (HIC) photonics. In
addition to mature fiber optics or low index contrast (LIC) platform, which is often referred
to as Planar Lightwave Cirrcuit (PLC) or Silica Optical Bench (SiOB), the use of HIC
platform has been attracting considerable attention recently for the purpose of dense
integration of optical components on chip. There are two ultimate solutions to mold of the
flow of light. One is high index contrast HIC optics, where the index difference (An) of
core and cladding is more than 0.5 and light is strongly confined in the core, which enables
us to integrate optical circuits in m order. Another technique is the introduction of
photonic crystal, with which the flow of light is controlled by its photonc bandgap (PBG)
and the defect. The concept of photonic crystal can be applied to optical wavgeuides by
placing the defect, which is surrounded with photonic crystal structures. In addition to
wavgeuide applications, there are lots of unexplored attractive applications for photonic
crystal, especially for high index contrast photonic crystal (HIC-PC or HIC-PBG), such as
Si/SiO2 or Si/Si3 N4 materials systems, due to the wide stop-band. In this thesis, the various
applications based on HIC-PBG platform are proposed and investigated. All of the works in
this thesis are based on Silicon CMOS-compatible techniques for practical applications. In
first three chapters (chapter 2,3 and 4), waveguide applications are mainly focused based on
HIC or HIC-PBG platform. In the latter chapters (chapter 5, 6 and 7), the applications of
HIC-PBG are explored such as visible-light reflector, semiconductor saturable absorber
(SESAM) and thermophotovoltaic (TPV) applications.

Thesis Supervisor: Lionel Cooper Kimerling
Title: Thomas Lord Professor of Materials Science and Enginnering.
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6.2: Schematic of IR-PBG. LPCVD poly-Si and thermal oxidation are employed for batch process. (a)
Grow thermal oxide, (b) Deposit poly-Si, (c) Partially oxidize poly-Si layer. (d) Repeat step (b) and
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6.11: Schematic of fabrication of BE-SOI-PBG.

6.12: AFM image of BE-SOI-PBG The surface roughness is as low as RMS 0.136nm(/1 pm2)

6.13: Standing wave pattern of saturable absorber. Design is optimized so that the peak field intensity
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6.14: Schematic of fabrication of saturable absorber based on Si/SiO2 PBG.

6.15: X-ray diffraction peak from (100) germanium epitaxially grown at 3500 C directly on silicon. It is
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as much as -0.236%.
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6.16: Absorption in poly-Si/LTO/Ge layers. Absorption is observed below 1600nm which corresponds to

Ge's bandgap
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logarithmic scale. Width of the C-band of optical communications (shaded). b, RF-spectrum of the

laser and autocorrelation (inset).
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation

This thesis focuses on silicon-based high index contrast (HIC) photonics. In

addition to mature fiber optics, where the index difference (An) ranges from 0.01-0.05, or

low index contrast (LIC) platform, which is often referred to as Planar Lightwave Circuit

(PLC) or Silica Optical Bench (SiOB), the use of high index contrast (HIC) platform has

been attracting considerable attention recently for the purpose of dense integration of

optical components on chip.

There are two ultimate solutions to mold of the flow of light. One is high index

contrast (HIC) optics, where the index difference (An) of core and cladding is more than 0.5

and light is strongly confined in the core, which enables us to integrate optical circuits in

Itm order. Another technique is the introduction of photonic crystal, with which the flow of

light is controlled by its photonc bandgap (PBG) and the defect. The concept of photonic

crystal can be applied to optical wavgeuides by placing the defect, which is surrounded

with photonic crystal structures. By introducing the defect, new photonic states are formed

within photonic bandgap (PBG). Above or below these defect-induced modes, the photonic

density of states (DOS) becomes zero. As a result, the light traveling in the photonic crystal

using the defect modes cannot leak from these states to neighboring modes and the loss is

ideally zero. In addition to wavgeuide applications, there are lots of unexplored attractive

applications for photonic crystal, especially for high index contrast photonic crystal

(HIC-PC or HIC-PBG), such as Si/SiO2 or Si/Si3N 4 materials systems, due to the wide

stop-band. In this thesis, the various applications based on HIC-PBG platform are proposed

and investigated. All of the works in this thesis are based on Silicon CMOS-compatible
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techniques for practical applications.

1.2 Outline of Thesis

In first three chapters (chapter 2, 3 and 4), waveguide applications are mainly

focused based on HIC or HIC-PBG platform. In the latter chapters (chapter 5, 6 and 7), the

applications of HIC-PBG are explored such as visible-light reflector, semiconductor

saturable absorber (SESAM) and thermophotovoltaic (TPV) applications.

Waveguide chapters

In chapter 2, compact high index contrast (HIC) waveguide is constructed and

evaluated by employing optimum An material such as silicon-rich nitride. Siricon-rich

nitride (n = 2.1-2.35) is a relatively unexplored material as compared to silicon waveguide

and expected to be a good candidate for compact optical circuit for Optical add/drop

multiplexing (OADM) application. The discussion focus on the material property of

silicon-rich nitride and the optimization of deposition process. Thermal budget is also

considered as an important factor taking into account the compatibility with other electronic

devices such as germanium detector or modulator. The low-loss nitride deposition process

is developed even with low process temperature.

In chapter 3, a new and novel optical waveguide, which is referred to as air trench

(AT) waveguide, is proposed. Waveguides are fabricated based on low index contrast (LIC)

platform but HIC is locally introduced only at bends and T-splitters by introducing air

trenches to overcome LIC's size. The fabricated waveguide shows low propagation loss due

to low index contrast and low bending loss due to local high index contrast. We first

demonstrated that it is possible to achieve the dense integration of optical waveguides on a
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small chip even on low index contrast platform by employing air trench waveguide

structure.

In chapter 4, photonic bangap (PBG) structure is employed to mold the flow of the

light. Different from dielectric waveguide, in which the light propagates depending on total

internal reflection (TIR), the light is confined in the core by PBG claddings. Various

applications, such as high power transmission waveguide, waveguide amplifier or biosensor

devices, can be expected other than optical interconnects using this structure. PBG

waveguides are fabricated based on Si/Si3N4 platform using conventional

CMOS-compatible techniques. On-chip integration of PBG waveguide is first demonstrated

using our approach and the performance is discussed.

PBG chapters

In chapter 5, Si/SiO2 PBG for short wavelength, such as visible light (Vis) or

0.85 gm, is investigated. The PBG performance is discussed in terms of material property

and interface/surface roughness. It is expected that PBGs for Vis or 0.85gm range have

various applications such as light reflector or FTTH-application with the combination of

GaAs laser and plastic optics fiber (POF).

In chapter 6, Si/SiO2 PBG for near infrared (NIR) is investigated. In addition to

passive mirror applications, the application for short laser pulse formation is also discussed

by combining germanium epitaxial growth and the employment of silicon-on insulator

(SOI) wafer (Si/Ge saturable absorber mirror). In addition to the excellent performance of

NIR-PBG, we demonstrated the shortest pulse generated in a bulk erbium-ytterbium glass

laser using this PBG platform by employing conventional CMOS-compatible techniques.
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In chapter 7, Si/SiO2 PBG for mid infrared (MIR) is investigated. We focused on

the application for thermo photovoltaic (TPV) device. The PBG wavelength filter is used to

recycle photons, which have longer wavelength than cut-off wavelength (g) and do not

contribute for the generation of electricity. By placing PBG directly on PV cell, it is

expected to improve the total system efficiency. In this chapter, not only the stop-band but

also the pass-band characteristics is discussed to improve the photon incorporation into the

cell. We demonstrated that Si/SiO2 PBG with silicon oxynitride (SiON) PBG anti-reflection

coating shows high reflectance over the stop-band and high transmittance over the

pass-band.

Finally, chapter 8 summarizes this thesis work and concludes with suggestions for

future development of Silicon-based HIC platform technology.
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Chapter 2: HIC waveguide

2.1 Introduction of optical waveguides

The 2 0th century is often referred to as "the silicon age". For more than thirty

years, computer systems have developed according to Moore's law. Today computer

systems are composed of tens of millions of transistors and gigabytes of memory, which

support multimedia society. However, it is also the fact that there have been big

arguments on fundamental limits in silicon LSIs related to their speed, integration density,

and heat dissipation [1]. Figure 1 depicts one of the fundamental limits of microelectronic

circuits; propagation delay as a function of time (minimum design rule)[2].

Design Rule
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Figure 2.1: Propagation and gate delay in microprocessor unit with time [2].

The gate metal and insulator have been Al and SiO2 respectively for more than 30 years,

but these traditional interconnect materials can not maintain their positions to further reduce

the delay beyond the 0.25 m design rule as shown in figure 2.1. Cu and low-k dielectrics

have been introduced recently by IBM to overcome the speed limit problem [3]. The
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improvement is indeed appreciable but will soon reach the minimum delay, as shown in

figure 2.1. Silver and air are the current candidates for the metal-based interconnects, but

have serious problems such as corrosion and poor electromigration resistance whereas

bring less substantial technological breakthroughs. Thus, the metal interconnection

intervenes the future progress of Si-LSIs.

On the other hand, there are several reasons to believe that these limits will not

limit the coming of the new Si age with the aid of disruptive technology, that is,

Microphotonics. Photons are 1000 times faster than electrons in semiconductors. There

is no resistance or capacitance associated with photons, so photonic waveguides are

essentially free from the RC delay. In the following sections, we will report the current

status of on-chip optical interconnection based on silica-based platforms.

Figure 2.2 shows a schematic diagram of optical clock distribution circuits, which

is called as "H-tree". In terms of the H-tree configuration, each block (16 blocks in this

case) is able to receive each clock signal at the same time.

Electric
H-tree

Optical H-tree

Figure 2.2: Optical clock circuits. Top interconnects are photonic circuits (waveguide).
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The detectors at the end of waveguides convert optical clock signals for electronic circuits

underneath as shown in the figure. The path length of electric H-trees is shorter than

without optical H-tree (1 /16th of that of optical H-tree in this case), thus the clocking

electrons only need to travel for the short distance which minimizes skews and jitters of

clocks at each end of electric H-tree. Thus, simple estimation yields that introduction of

the optical H-trees should increase the clock speed by the number of the blocks.

The optical H-tree shown in figure 2.2 basically consists of three components, i.e.,

waveguides, T-splitters, and detectors. One challenge in on-chip optical clock distribution is

to minimize the footprints of these components. The sharp bends of waveguides are

extremely important for clock distribution on a small chip. However, the sharp bends result

in substantial power loss (micro bending loss), since they enhance coupling of evanescence

tail to radiation modes [4].

1: a= 0 nm, L. C O nm

Low index

contrast regime

A
10 2

10 
Xa
Xn

High index

contrast regime

An

Figure 2.3: Minimum bending radius and scattering loss dependence on index difference [2] (a and L denote the
amplitude of roughness and the period of roughness respectively)
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Minimum bending radius can be calculated using Marcatili's approach [4]. Scattering loss

is calculated based on the analyses of roughness of waveguides [2]. Here, the roughness is

approximated to sinusoidal function with the amplitude a and the period L.

Figure 2.3 shows the minimum bending radius (0.1dB/turn) as a function of refractive

index difference (An), based on Marcatili's approach [4], where the cladding is assumed to

be SiO2 with refractive index n = 1.45 and the wavelength is 1.55 gm.

Provided that the radius should be smaller than 100 gtm, An should be higher than

0.1 as shown in figure 2.3. Therefore, high index contrast material systems are seemingly

our natural choice for the optical platform, where light is strongly confined in the core.

However, high index contrast platforms have large propagation loss as compared to low

index contrast systems [2]. Figure 2.3 shows the sidewall roughness is dominant cause of

propagation loss, which is almost proportional to the 3 rd power of index difference between

core and cladding.

The core materials can be silicon (n = 3.5), silicon nitride SiNx (n = 2.0 - 2.3), and

silicon oxinitride SiOxNy (n = 1.46 - 2.0). It should be emphasized that these materials as

well as silica cladding are compatible with current silicon technology and can be used to

fabricate the optical platform on a Si-LSIs' chip.

2.2 Prior

The

systems with

been devoted

streams. One

between core

system [5-7].

arts

focus of this chapter is to understand the optical properties of waveguide

low transmission and bending loss and to fabricate them. Many efforts have

for the realization of optical waveguide so far and there have been two main

is low index contrast system (denoted as "LIC") whose index difference

and cladding is approximately 0.25-1.5% such as Ge-doped silica and silica

This low index contrast silica technology, which is often referred to as PLC
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(Planar Lightwave Circuit) or SiOB (Silica Optical Bench), has gained wide spread use in

practice by virtue of its use of well-tested IC manufacturing processes and technology.

Another candidate is high index contrast system, which is often denoted as "HIC"

whose index difference between core and cladding is much higher than low index contrast

system [2][8-9]. For example, silicon and silica system has been investigated intensively

recently [2] since Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) can be used as a platform to construct high

index contrast waveguides where the crystalline silicon layer can be used as a waveguide

material. Using this high index contrast platform, it is expected to achieve dense

integration of optical components according to Marcatili's method, where even 2 gm radius

is possible [2] without significant loss.

However, both HIC and LIC platforms have some potential problems. A major

drawback of low index contrast platform, such as PLC or SiOB, is its relatively large

component size where minimum bending size is in the order of millimeter or centimeter.

This problem leads to high production cost and low yield problems and prohibits dense

integration. On the other hand, high index contrast platform, such as Silicon/Silica material

platform, offers dense integration but has several problems such as huge fiber-to-chip

insertion loss due to the mode size mismatch and misalignment, high propagation loss,

sensitivity to fabrication defects, relatively large polarization dependence and so on.

Recently, the use of Silicon Oxynitride (SiOxNy) has been proposed to solve the

above problems [10-13]. By using SiON, the refractive index can be easily adjusted by

changing the gas composition during deposition, therefore we can get medium index

contrast (An=0.02-0.6). But even with SiON, fundamental problems such as integration

problem, insertion loss and propagation loss still exist. Table 2.1 summarizes the general

characteristics of common waveguide material systems.
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Excellent Very poor

Very poor

Between HIC and
LIC

Very good Between HIC and
LIC

Table 2.1 Characteristics for three platforms (HIC, LIC and MIC).

As shown in table 2.1, the major problem with LIC is its large size. If this size problem can

be solved, LIC waveguides can be considered as a good interconnect candidate for

integration of optical and electronic components on a small chip.

In first three chapters (2-4), I employ three approaches to overcome these optical

interconnection problems. In chapter 2, compact high index contrast (HIC) waveguide is

constructed and evaluated by employing optimum An material such as silicon-rich nitride.

In chapter 3, a new and novel waveguide, which is referred to as air trench (AT) waveguide,

is proposed. Waveguides are fabricated based on low index contrast (LIC) platform but HIC

is locally introduced only at bends and T-splitters to overcome LIC's size problem. In

chapter 4, photonic bangap (PBG) structure is employed to mold the flow of the light.

Different from dielectric waveguide, in which the light propagates depending on total

internal reflection, the light is confined in the core by PBG claddings. Various applications,

such as high-power transmission waveguide, waveguide amplifier such as EDWA, or

biosensor devices, can be expected other than optical interconnects using this structure.
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PBG waveguides are fabricated using conventional CMOS-compatible techniques.

2.3 Outline of HIC wavgeuide

High index contrast (HIC) waveguides have been attracting considerable attention

for dense integration of optical waveguides [2][14]. It is well known that compact size

bends can be realized by increasing the index difference between core and cladding. One of

the major candidates is the Si/SiO2 waveguide, where index difference is as much as 2. This

is partly because Si/SiO2 waveguide can be made from Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) wafer,

which has crystalline silicon layer on thermal oxide. However, it has been reported that

scattering loss is proportional to the 3 rd power of index difference [2], and mode shape

mismatch is a potential problem for waveguide-to/from-fiber coupling since the width for

this waveguide is around 0.5,tm, whereas the core diameter of a single mode fiber is around

9jim. In this chapter, the deployment of silicon-rich nitride/SiO2 waveguide, where index

difference (An) ranges from 0.6-0.8 depending on the nitride's stoichiometry, is proposed

for an optimum index contrast. For the Si/SiO2 waveguide, even a 1 m radius is achievable

due to its large index contrast, but scattering loss and fiber-to-waveguide coupling are

critical problems. For silicon nitride/SiO2 waveguides, scattering loss is lowered to 4% as

compared to the Si/SiO2 material system with the same scale of roughness. Coupling

efficiency is also higher due to the larger mode size. Using the nitride/SiO 2 material system,

a small bend size is still possible. For 98% transmission (-0. IdB/turn), only a 7gm radius is

required, and this is small enough to satisfy the demands for future microphotonics. In this

chapter, the properties of various kinds of nitride films are evaluated in terms of material

loss using Fabry-Perot resonance approach.
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2.4 Silicon-rich nitride as a waveguide material

Silicon nitride (SixNy) is investigated hereafter as an attractive core material for

future integrated optical circuits, where the index difference (An) ranges from 0.5-0.8,

depending on its stoichiometry. There are several techniques to deposit silicon nitride, such

as sputtering, plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and low pressure

chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). However, it has been reported that nitrogen-hydrogen

(N-H) covalent chemical bonds, which are formed during the deposition process [10-13],

absorb light in the 1.55pm communication range as shown in figure 2.4 [10]. The source of

N-H bonds has been reported to be NH3 precursor, which works as a nitrogen source for

nitride. For lower transmission loss, hydrogen must be removed from the film by high

temperature out-diffusion. This high temperature process may not be compatible with the

integration of detector, modulator and other electric devices. High temperature anneal also

causes film cracking problem due to high tensile film stresses [10-11]. Therefore

optimizing material loss and process temperature are keys for constructing a HIC platform.

Silicon-rich nitride (n=2.1-2.3) was chosen as waveguide core material. Several process

conditions were chosen. Below is a list of waveguide core materials used in this chapter.

5i .C· r *· asdeposited
*l * A annealed 1000C

4. · annealed 11500C 

3 A

A2 - ' A * E!
A A

I 4 2 , A 

0 

1480 1500 1520 1540 1560 1580 1600
b) wavelength [nm]

Figure 2.4: Optical loss in the telecommunication window [10] of PECVD SiON (n=1.48).
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Sample 1: PECVD silicon-rich nitride without post-annealing

Sample 2: PECVD silicon-rich nitride with post-annealing

Sample 3: LPCVD silicon-rich nitride

Sample 4: HD (High Density)-PECVD low-hydrogen silicon-rich nitride without

post annealing.

Sample 5: HD-PECVD low-hydrogen silicon-rich nitride with 10500C post

annealing

Sample 6: HD-PECVD low-hydrogen silicon-rich nitride deposited at higher

substrate temperature (5000 C) without post annealing

Sample 7: Sputtered silicon-rich nitride without post-annealing

Sample 8: Sputtered silicon-rich nitride with 10500C post-annealing

PECVD process is known as a fast and convenient technique to deposit nitride or oxynitride

film. However, due to N-H bonds formed during deposition, the film usually has strong

absorption peak at the 1.551am communication window [11]. The film is formed by a

chemical reaction and physical deposition on the substrate [15]. By applying post high

temperature annealing such as at 1050C in N2 ambient, hydrogen atoms can be diffused

out of the film. However, the compatibility with low-temperature process may be lost.

LPCVD process can provide high-quality films since deposition is done at a relatively high

temperature such as 775°C with a relatively low deposition rate, which enhances the

diffusion of hydrogen out of the film during the deposition. The deposition is dominated

mainly by chemical reactions at the surface [15]. Therefore, it is expected that the film has

low hydrogen incorporation and denser even without post high temperature anneal.

Hydrogen incorporation can be totally suppressed by using sputtering process, since there is
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no hydrogen source such as NH3 and SiH4 gases during deposition. The film is formed

purely by physical deposition. Due to lower substrate temperature, the film is expected to

be more porous than PECVD and LPCVD films.

Below are descriptions of the nitride films employed in this chapter.

Sample 1: The deposition was done using a Novellus Conceptl PECVD system. Gas

precursor SiH4 is flown at 600 sccm and NH 3 at 4000 sccm and N2 as dilutant at 1600 sccm.

The substrate temperature is 4000C. The deposition rate is approximately 1264A/min. This

tool is not able to completely dissociate the precursors, most hydrogen remains in the film

as N-H and Si-H bonds.

Sample 2: Post-annealing was applied to sample 1 to remove hydrogen out of the nitride

film. Annealing was done at 1050C for 2 hours in N2 ambient. After annealing, thickness

and refractive index significantly changed as listed in table 2.2 as a result of hydrogen and

nitrogen out-diffusion.

Sample 3: Nitride was deposited using a SVG/Thermco-7000 LPCVD system. Gases used

here were SiH2Cl2 250 sccm and NH3 25 sccm. Deposition was done at 7750C at 250mTorr.

The deposition rate is approximately 29A /min.

Sample 4: The deposition was done by an Applied materials Centura HD-PECVD (High

density plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition) system. A new deposition process,

which uses N2 gas instead of NH3 as nitrogen source, was developed to suppress hydrogen

incorporation. The hollow cascade design of the faceplate enables localized high density
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plasma to create nitrogen radicals from N2 gas. N2 is flown at 4.9 sccm, SiH4 at 0.14 sccm.

The deposition rate was 2900A /min at substrate temperature of 400°C.

Sample 5: Post-annealing was applied to sample 4 to remove hydrogen out of the nitride

film. Annealing was done at 1050C for 2 hours in N2 ambient. After annealing, thickness

and refractive index changed as is listed in table 2.1 as a result of hydrogen and nitrogen

out-diffusion.

Sample 6: The deposition was done by an Applied materials Centura HD-PECVD system.

N2 gas was used instead of NH3 as nitrogen source as in sample6 to suppress hydrogen

incorporation. N2 is flown at 4.9 sccm, SiH4 at 0.16 sccm. The deposition rate was 3118 A

/min at substrate temperature of 500°C.

Sample 7: Sputtering was done using a Kurt J. Lesker RF magnetron sputtering system

using argon plasma. A Si3N4 target was used and the target power was 500W. The substrate

temperature was room temperature. The Ar flow rate into the chamber was 7sccm and the

pressure during deposition was 3.7x104 Torr.

Sample 8: Post-anneal was applied to sample7 to densify the sputtered film. Annealing was

done at 1050C for 2 hours in a N2 ambient.

These films were deposited on 3m thick thermal oxide under-cladding. Lithography was

done on a Nikon i-line (365nm) stepper NSR-2205i9. Shipley SPR700 at ltm thick was

used for photoresist. After the lithography exposure, the photoresist was irradiated by UV
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light using Fusion M15OPC Photostabilizer to avoid deformation during the successive post

bake. The post bake was done at 1300C for 3minutes, then at 2000C for another 3 minutes

on a hot plate. Then the waveguide was defined by a dry etching process by Applied

Materials AME5300. The etching conditions were as follows. Etching gases are flown at

C2F6 30 sccm, source RF and wafer bias are 1650W and 450W, respectively. Oxide

top-cladding at 3plm thick was deposited using a Conceptl PECVD system. The waveguide

dimensions are shown in figure 2.5. This waveguide was designed to have TE-polarization

as a fundamental mode.

14 h,

3-oI

3.0mnI

3-0.33pA1

Figure.2.5: Nitride waveguide dimension (not to scale). The top and bottom claddings are approximately 31im thick.

Figure 2.6: Mode profile of Silicon-rich nitride. nore and ncladd are assumed to be 2.25 and 1.45. respectively and The
width and height to be 1.0 and 0.32pm, respectively.
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Table 2.2 summarizes refractive indices and thickness obtained for each film. All films are

within an acceptable range in terms of single mode condition. The thickness was obtained

by ellipsometer (Gaertner L125B) and KLA tencor UV1280.

In addition to simple straight waveguides, bends were also fabricated. The radii

range from 5-40gm. The wafer was then diced and the facets were polished using Buehler

ECOMET3 to achieve good coupling between fiber and waveguide.

Sample No. R.I (n) at Thickness (m)
633nm

1 (conventional PECVD) 2.116 0.327
2 (conventional PECVD+anneal) 2.281 0.302
3 (LPCVD) 2.250 0.306
4 (HD-PECVD) 2.144 0.309
5 (HD-PECVD+anneal) 2.144 0.302
6 (HD-PECVD w/ higher dep.temp.) 2.252 0.332
7 (Sputter) 2.221 0.307
8 (Sputter+anneal) 2.281 0.308

Reference: (thermal oxide) 1.458

Table 2.2: Refractive indices (R.I.) and thickness of deposited nitride films.

2.5 Waveguide loss measurement

The waveguide loss measurement set-up is briefly outlined in figure 2.7.

Waveguide loss was evaluated using the Fabry-Perot resonance method. Different from

conventional cut-back technique, this Fabry-Perot resonance method can provide more

reliable loss values since the loss obtained here does not depend on coupling conditions

between fiber and waveguide, which is very sensitive to alignment accuracy [14]. The loss

can be obtained using the following equation:
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a = - I In 1 / ) is - 1
L IR III., +1

where a (/cm) is the propagation loss coefficient ( 4.3a(/cm) = aT(dB/cm) ). L is the length

of the waveguide, R is the facet modal reflectivity. Im, and Imin are the peak and bottom

intensities of each resonance, respectively. The reflectivity R is obtained by 3D-FDTD

simulation and found to be around 10.5%. Loss was obtained by averaging the results from

5-10 peaks and valleys in the Fabry-Perot spectrum near 1550nm. In addition to 1550nm,

the propagation losses were also obtained at 1510 nm, where the absorption by N-H bonds

has a peak as shown in figure 2.4.

detector

Figure 2.7: Schemmatic of waveguide loss measurement system (not to scale).
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2.6 Results

A. Propagation loss

Table 2.3 summarizes the results of waveguide loss (aT) measurement.

Sample No. Propagation Propagation
loss(dB/cm) loss(dB/cm)
at 1550nm at 1510nm

1 (conventional PECVD) 2.54+0.3 5.57+1.0
2 (conventional PECVD+anneal) 1.79±0.7 3.28±1.0
3 (LPCVD) 1.44±0.9 1.80±0.7
4 (HD-PECVD) 1.77±0.6 2.43±1.2
5 (HD-PECVD+anneal) 1.46±0.6 1.93±0.7
6 (HD-PECVD w/ higher dep.temp.) 1.56±0.7 1.79±0.5
7 (Sputter) >40 NA
8 (Sputter+anneal) 22.6±12 NA

Table 2.3: Propagation losses for nitride waveguides.

A-I: Conventional PECVD (samples No.1 and 2)

PECVD samples from conventional PECVD (No. and 2) showed an

improvement after high temperature annealing. The effect is due to both denser film and the

lowering of N-H bond density. It is shown in table 2.2 that the film shrinks by 8% and the

index increases by 8%, which indicates hydrogen atoms are removed out of the film by

out-diffusion. These samples show relatively high loss, especially at 1510nm. The loss at

1510nm indicates that there still exists a considerable amount of N-H bonds in the nitride

film and a long-time high-temperature anneal is required to achieve the low loss nitride,

which is, however, not compatible with other electronic devices.
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A-2: LPCVD (sample No.3)

This sample showed the lowest loss at 1550nm and the second lowest at 1510nm

even without post annealing. This indicates that the deposition temperature is an important

factor to achieve low-loss nitride. And it is also expected that low deposition rate is

effective to remove hydrogen out of the film and dense film.

A-3: HD-PECVD (samples No.4, 5, and 6)

HD-PECVD samples (No.4 and 5) showed relatively low loss as compared to

conventional PECVD samples (No.1 and 2). This indicates that by substituting NH3, a

conventional nitrogen source in PECVD nitride process, with N2, N-H bond formation is

effectively suppressed. It is also seen that the loss is lowered by high temperature anneal.

As shown in table 2.2, HD-PECVD samples do not show significant change in terms of

thickness and refractive index even after high temperature anneal. This indicates that

hydrogen incorporation is minimized even without anneal. However, the lower loss is also

achieved by slightly increasing the deposition temperature from conventional 4000C to

500°C, which indicates that the deposition temperature is more effective than applying high

temperature anneal such as 1050°C N2 anneal.

A-4: Sputter (samples No.7 and 8)

Sputtered samples (No. 7 and 8) showed high propagation loss although slight

improvement is seen after high temperature annealing. This result indicates that the

sputtered nitride is not dense enough even after high temperature annealing. Since the

deposition was done at low temperature, it is considered that the film incorporated Ar and

was porous and cannot be densified only by high temperature annealing.
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B. Bend loss

Bends with 5 to 40gim radii were fabricated using sample No.3 and evaluated.

Figure 2.8 shows schematically the test structure for bend loss evaluation. Figure 2.9 shows

bend losses per 900 turn measured by the Fabry-Perot resonance method. These bend

losses were obtained by subtracting straight waveguide's propagation loss from the total

loss of the test structure.

input

Figure 2.8: Test structure for bend loss evaluation. (Top) Mask layout for bend loss evaluation and (Bottom) optical
microscope images of bending and straight waveguides.

To evaluate the dependence of sidewall angle on bend loss, three kinds of dry etching were

employed to fabricate different sidewall angle. Figure 2.10 shows waveguide cross sections

with different etching process. Thicker films were used to obtain the sidewall angle caused

by dry etching.
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A 5 m bend shows larger deviation from theoretical value obtained from FDTD

simulations. However, larger radii keep bend loss within acceptable bounds. The larger

deviation from the theory at 5gm radius can be attributed to sidewall roughness and slanted

sidewall, which introduces polarization dependent loss (PDL) [16]. The mode conversion

from TE to TM mode can lead to leaky mode radiation loss at bend. And the waveguide is

considered to be more sensitive to sidewall roughness at bends since the mode is pushed

outward and the larger portion of the propagating light is affected by rough sidewall. The

more detailed study is needed to explain it quantitatively.

Iwr

10

: 1

0.1

nal
0 10 20 30 40

Radius(um)

Figure 2.9: Bend losses for nitride waveguides with various sidewall angles. The larger loss is observed with larger
sidewall angle.

(a) C2F6 (b) C2 F6 +CH 3 F (c) SF 6
0=580 0=870 0=470

a=1.44dB/cm a=5.0ldB/cm a=8.01ldB/cm

Figure 2.10: Waveguide cross sections patterned with various etchant gases. Sidewall angles and propagations losses are
also shown.
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Therefore, it is considered to be important to develop a proper dry etching process.

However, it is expected to be challenging to suppress both sidewall roughness and slanted

sidewall as shown in figures 2.9 and 10.

2.7 Discussion and summary

Figure 2.11 and 12 show the loss dependence on substrate temperature at 1550nm

and 1510nm, respectively.

2.5 .. PECVD(400C) at 1550nm
before anneal

1

X) 2 ....... .
HD-PECVD(400C)

° before anneal
o 2 0 4

HD-PECVD LPCVD(775C)
1.5 - -.............. s - -... ... . ............................... -

1

300 400 500 600 700 800

Deposition temp.(C)

Figure 2.11: Propagation loss vs. deposition temperature plot for nitride waveguides at 1550nm. It is shown that both
deposition temperature and post-annealing can reduce the loss.

The loss plot for 1510nm (figure 2.12) clearly shows how the absorption by N-H bonds is

affected by deposition and post-anneal temperatures. Although the high temperature anneal

is effective to reduce the loss, it is challenging to remove all the hydrogen out of the film

even at 1050C. On the other hand, raising the deposition temperature is more effective to

reduce the loss and compatible with other electronic devices. It is also considered to be

effective to lower the deposition rate by diluting the precursors to give enough time to
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hydrogen atoms to diffuse out of the film. In this case, N2 is not appropriate as a dilutant

since it is also a precursor for nitride deposition. Therefore other inert species, such as Ar,

may be a good candidate for a dilutant.

6

5.5 ...........................................
1 before anneal at 1510nm

4 .5 ............................................................................

E 4 . ......... .................................................... ............ .

3.5 -.......... -.......................--
20

3 HD-PECVD(400C)

2.5 ...........- a -before anneeal .......................................
LPCVD(775C)

2 '"5.......6. ' HDPECVD .............................60 IQ30)
1.5 .................................. ........ ........

1 I I I I

300 400 500 600 700 800

Deposition temp.(C)

Figure 2.12: Propagation loss vs. deposition temperature plot for nitride waveguides at 1510nm. It is shown that both
deposition temperature and post-annealing can reduce the loss. The effect of N-H absorption can be clearly seen from this
plot and it shows that substrate temperature is more effective to suppress the loss.

Figure 2.13 depicts the temperature dependence of hydrogen dissociation rate at

the surface (left axis) and the hydrogen bulk concentration at 0.3tm depth normalized by

initial concentration as a function of anneal temperature (right axis). The dissociation rate is

expressed by;

vi = vo ep kT

Where v and Edissoc. denote vibrational frequency and dissociation energy, respectively.

0.45eV and 1014 (Hz) is used for Edissoc and vo, respectively [17]. The value is normalized at

400 C. The hydrogen bulk concentration is obtained from an error function.
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C(x, t) e f( X
Co = 4 ¥ t

where D, x and t denote diffusion coefficient, depth and time, respectively. D is obtained

experimentally and expressed as:

/-E \

where 5E10 4 cm2/sec. and 1.55eV are used for Do and E, (activation energy), respectively

[18]. E, is obtained experimentally so that experimental results fit the diffusion behavior

[18]. Therefore, the experimentally obtained E, takes both N-H dissociation and H

out-diffusion into account. Due to the large difference of Edisso and Ea, dissociation rate

increases exponentially as a function of deposition temperature whereas the hydrogen bulk

concentration decreased almost linearly as a function of post-anneal temperature.
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Figure 2.13: The temperature dependence of hydrogen dissociation rate (left axis) and hydrogen content at 0.3pm depth
by out-diffusion (right diffusion). The hydrogen dissociation increases exponentially as deposition temperature rises
whereas hydrogen out-diffusion decreases almost linearly as post-anneal temperature goes down.
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As a conclusion, it is considered to be the most effective to deposit nitride with N2

precursor as nitrogen source under high-density plasma condition with a relatively high

deposition temperature such as 500°C. If other electronic devices can tolerate with

750-775°C, which is conventional LPCVD deposition temperature, LPCVD process is also

a good choice to obtain low-loss nitride.
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Chapter 3: Air trench waveguide

3.1 Background

Low index contrast silica bench technology, which is often referred to as PLC

(planar lightwave circuit) or SiOB (silica optical bench) has been widely used in the

fabrication of passive integrated optical components such as arrayed waveguide gratings

(AWGs) [19]. It is well known that PLC (or SiOB) structures provide low fiber-to-chip

coupling and low propagation losses due to their low index contrast between core and

cladding. A major drawback of PLC (or SiOB) technology is a relatively large footprint,

where a critical factor is the minimum waveguide bend radius. Due to weak light

confinement, low index contrast waveguide circuits require large bend radii, ranging from

millimeters to a centimeter (A = 0.25-1.5%) [19], to reduce radiative loss. On the other hand,

high index contrast materials systems, such as Si/SiO2 where the index difference is as

much as 2, offer dense integration but pose challenges in fiber-to-chip coupling and

scattering loss from sidewall roughness. A technology that allows a drastic reduction in the

bending radius would overcome one of silica's major obstacles to attaining truly large scale

optical integration. I propose a scheme using air trenches (AT) to provide locally enhanced

lateral mode confinement. I use adiabatic tapering to avoid abrupt junction-induced mode

mismatch and Fresnel reflection in order to miniatualize optical waveguide bends while

preserving low-loss performance. Air trench (AT) waveguide is expected to provide a

drastic reduction in the bend radius, while permitting simple fabrication. By eliminating

this scaling limitation, AT design allows large-scale optical integration to be achieved on

low- and medium index contrast platforms

Bend loss is a fundamental performance property of dielectric waveguide circuits,
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increasing bend radii [20-24] and index contrast decrease. A small bend radius with small

radiation loss can be achieved by increasing the index difference between core and cladding.

High index contrast seems the natural choice to achieve dense integration of optical

components, but fabricated high index contrast waveguides suffer high propagation loss,

caused by sidewall roughness of the waveguide [25-26], and poor coupling between the

fiber and waveguide due to mode shape mismatch and alignment sensitivity. It was reported

that propagation loss is proportional to the 3 rd power of the sidewall roughness [25-26]. On

the other hand, low index contrast waveguides provide small propagation loss and good

coupling between fiber and waveguide but require relatively large bend radii to achieve low

bend loss. This size problem is critical for the dense integration of optical components. As

another candidate for dense optical integration, photonic crystal waveguides are attracting

considerable attention [27-29], but due to poor vertical mode confinement and fabrication

complexity, they have shown high propagation loss. Recently the use of medium index

contrast waveguides has been proposed where index difference ranges from An=0.05-0.3 to

avoid the problems of high index contrast and low index contrast waveguides [30-35]. But

the bend radius is still a problem for dense integration. For example, when index difference

is An=0.1(A=6.8%), 100-200tim radius is required to achieve 98% transmission (0.09dB

loss) in one 900 turn. Thus, the density of integration in low-to-medium index contrast

using conventional waveguides is limited by bend loss.

We have recently proposed a new scheme using air trenches to provide

locally-enhanced lateral confinement, enabling small bends and T-splitters [36]. We use

adiabatic tapering to avoid abrupt junction-induced mode mismatch and Fresnel reflection.

Optical waveguide bends are thus miniaturized while preserving low-loss performance. The

basic configuration of an AT bend is depicted in figure 3.1.
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Top View

Straight waveguide

a .
(B) trench

cladding core ~ | J posts

SiOxN, Bending waveguide

Figure 3.1: Air trench bend (ATB)- (A) Cross sectional view of low index (straight) waveguide, (B) Air trench
region (bend). Contour plots representative of the dominant modal electric field component are superimposed on the cross
sections (not to scale)

3.2 Air trench bend theory and simulations

The employment of air trenches for sharp bending radii has been proposed

previously in the context of optical fiber, slab [37], and ridge waveguide bend loss [38]. In

the former case, the trench is placed away from the core and to extend the reach of the

evanescent part of leaky-mode (LM) field. The radiation-caustic is pushed radially outward

without significantly altering the shape of the LM [37]. In the latter case, trenches were

deep etched next immediately next to the core of InP/InGaAsP-ridge waveguides, providing

higher lateral mode confinement at the expense of junction loss [38].

In typical silica index contrasts such as PLC or SiOB where index difference (An)

ranges from 0.0036-0.022 [19], the abrupt junction loss at the interface between the

standard waveguide and the trench region becomes unacceptable for any bend radii small
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enough to make the air trench useful in reducing size. This is the reason why an adiabatic

taper is placed at the junction as in figure 3.1. The bend in the trench region is analyzed

using some standard semianalytic tools [20-24]. The trench tapers are designed and

optimized through simulations using FDTD in the later discussions.

Bend size vs. index contrast and loss

1

10

101

In 0

10 10-2 10-1

Index contrast A = nc/nl - 1

Figure 3.2: Bend (radius and "total box") size for regular waveguide bends and ATBs, showing improvement in size for
the case of 0.1-dB loss. It is also shown that, on this scale of size variation, the relative change in radius is small for 0.01-
and 0.001-dB loss [36].

Proprty A X e unit

'': :"T/'.Ritran . a . ' 5a . -' 
are Total Sizea 157.08 25'a 78 «m

A adius MO. _$.5 7-. 6i
·. rTc .T .85 1. 75U.

Siz . Red 'ctl by Length 862 27 4,b¥ .Area ' ass .879
Table 3.1: Regular and ATB radii and total sizes for 98% transmission. AEdge length of a box enclosing the entire bend
structure and accommodating > 99.9% of the input and output power. The minimum bend size possible is a square with an
edge equal to this 99.9% mode width [36].
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A. RegularandATB loss

Bending loss in regular waveguide bends without an air trench, or in case of of the

ATB, the curvature loss in the bend-containing trench region was considered. Radiation

loss in regular bends and ATBs was evaluated numerically according to the approaches

[21] after customary transformation for bend waveguides [21]. Bends were designed for

overall 98% transmission (- 0. -dB) loss per right-angle bend, and the bend parameters are

shown in figure 3.2 and table 3.1 for three chosen index contrasts. The regular bend was

constrained to have single-mode input and output waveguides, while ATB bend region is

only constrained to have them smaller than the low-index waveguide (straight waveguide),

which effectively presents no constraint. The bending loss was evaluated in the usual way

by solving for the complex propagation constant of the lowest order LM using either the

linearized, conformally transformed dielectric constant profile, where the modal field is

expressed in terms of Airy functions [22-23] or the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB)

method for very low loss bends [39]. The second contributor to loss in a finite-angle bend is

junction loss at start and end points. For a straight-to-bend junction, and neglecting

scattering into reflected (backward) radiation modes, a simple expression was obtained,

which includes the overlap integral of the leaky bend mode field computed previously with

the mode of the straight waveguide [36]. The appropriate expression for power coupling

efficiency at a straight to a bent slab junction is given by,

x\'

P2

77 1

r

2i,8

(E2 IE2)
P2+L (E .R2 

resulting in a junction loss of L = 10 log 7 (dB). Here p,,2 are propagation constants,
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El,2 are the modal electric field amplitudes of the two waveguides at the junction, R is the

bend radius and r is the radial coordinate which is identical to the transverse x-coordinate of

the straight waveguide along the junction. The one-dimensional overlap integral in this

slab waveguide case is, for example,

(E2 I -E1>) = 2,'(r) . r * El(x)dx | (2)
r' r' r=x

and simplifies to the case for straight waveguides for R o, where R r - 1 over the

range of r-values where the integrand (modal field) significantly contributes to the integral.

For the straight slab junction case, FDTD simulations were done to check on the validity of

ignoring reflected radiation modes, and confirmed a high accuracy for low junction losses

of <ldB. In low index contrast, such as that considered here, loss in regular waveguide

bends is dominated by bending loss, and junction loss can be ignored. For trench-clad

bends (the bend region of ATBs), junction loss must be incorporated into the loss figure.

B. Cladding tapers

In the case of ATB, the purpose of the cladding taper is to adiabatically shape the

fundamental mode of the low-index contrast input waveguide to the shape of the

fundamental mode in the high index contrast (air trench clad) output. In low-index contrast,

this output mode can be much smaller than the minimum possible width of the input

waveguide mode. The tapers were finally characterized by full 2-D FDTD simulations,

which should provide an accurate estimate of performance. Results are listed in table 3.1

with equal throughput efficiency. Figure 3.3 shows that how the mode shape changes as the

input light propagates along the taper.
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Figure 3.3: Mode shape conversion along the air trench bend. The shape of the mode changes depending on
the location inside the ATB.

C. Substrate loss and minimum trench depth

In order to curb the substrate loss in the actual ATB, the air trench has to be etched

sufficiently deep beneath the core for the evanescent tail of the field to be small where it

reaches the bulk cladding. With nmode < ncladding, the modal field will be oscillatory in the

bulk substrate below the trench, and the mode will exhibit leakage through a tunneling
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process from the core, through the cladding ridge beneath it, into the bulk cladding (the

field is evanescent in the vertical direction in the ridge). A deep trench, as demanded here,

requires high aspect ratio etching. The mode is weakly confined in the vertical direction, so

the air trenched have to be several core heights deep for acceptable substrate loss. Since the

aspect ratio increases with lower index contrast, fabrication issues will place a lower limit

on the index contrast range for which this technique is practical. It is of interest to evaluate

the required depth of the air trench given an acceptable substrate loss, which is much less

than ATB loss. Two approach were employed to evaluate substrate loss [36]. A

semianalytic perturbation method using the mode solution of the ideal (guiding trench ) and

a numerical, full-vector mode solver for LMs, both taking into consideration the 2-D cross

section of the waveguide.

Actual Finite Trench Cross-section Idealized Infinite Trench Cross-section
It9

air
trench

core cladding
y idges

y40~

bulk cladding (substrate) loss
(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Schematic of (a) actual trench cross section with finite trench depth and (b) the idealized trench with infinite
trench depth [36].

(A) 2-D equivalent current sheet method.

An equivalent current sheet was defined and a cylindrical-vector Green's function approach

was used to evaluate the far-field radiation and loss per unit length [40]. It was assumed

that silica cladding continues below the trench and the mode shape remains unperturbed
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above the air trench-bulk cladding interface and this field was used to define an equivalent

current sheet just above the bottom of the air trench-bulk cladding interface and use this

field to define an equivalent current sheet just above the bottom of the air trench to

represent the fields below as in figure 3.4(a), region of interest.

Assuming that the field does not change much in crossing the interface, the current

sheet can be moved just below the trench, where we now have a region of uniform index

(bulk cladding or substrate). For a more accurate treatment, I can account for Fresnel

reflection due to the interface when translating across it fields that generate the current

sheet. A far-field solution of the radiation pattern into the bulk cladding can then easily be

calculated integrating a cylindrical-vector Green's function over this source (factoring out

first the propagation direction z). A field attenuation coefficient results in:

( dPradiA.(z, Zo)

1 dz /
a 2 Pguided

Where the numerator represents the radial component of far field radiated power per unit

waveguide length, the denominator represents power guided in the mode, and substrate loss

is Ls = -20logea.(dB/m). For air trench waveguide substrate loss calculations, the original

equivalent current sheet was used and reflection from the interface was ignored, as proper

compensation for the reflection on a 2-D interface would complicate the calculation.

Normalized 2-D substrate loss results obtained for ATB examples A-C are shown in figure

3.6, where guided-mode solutions of the ideal air trench waveguide from a vector field

mode solver were used to define the current sheet. From these plots, a trench depth for

which the substrate loss is much smaller than ATB loss of 0. IdB was chosen.
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(B) Numerical mode solver for 2-D vector modes.

A second set of substrate loss results comes with less physical intuition but with exct

solutions and was obtained directly from a vectorial mode solver designed for leaky

waveguides. A staggered vector-field was used like that in FDTD [41], and [42] and

implemented PML absorbing boundary conditions in the frequency domain to allow for

LMs. The resulting complex problem was solved using a parse matrix iterative eigenvalue

solver. The substrate loss results directly from the imaginary part of the mode propagation

constant. The computed substrate loss values are plotted in figure 3.6 along with the current

sheet results. The discrepancy is attributable to ignored refelction in the current sheet

results. An example modal solution is shown in figure 3.5. It is shown in figure 3.6 that

twice the core height is deep enough for the trench depth to suppress the substrate loss.

y

truncated
depth n3 x z

current sheet region of
K(x,z) no interest

:. " ... .. M .. . .: .M: ....

(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Calculating substrate loss: (a) Setup of 2-D equivalent current sheet method (ECSM). (b) Mode solver LM
solution example: Real part of the Ey field component for the waveguide of Example B with the bulk cladding 0.6 core
heights from the axis [36].
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Figure 3.6: Bulk cladding loss versus trench etching depth for waveguides of examples A-C computed by approximate
ECSM (lines) and numerical vector-field mode solver for leaky wavguide (symbols). The discrepancy is due to reflection

at the interface with bulk cladding, not accounted in the ECSM calculation [36].

3.3 FDTD simulation examples

In this section, some FDTD simulations are carried out and visualized to explain

how the air trench waveguide works. All the simulations were done based on An = 0.1.

Figure 3.7 is a set of visualized FDTD simulation results for ATB.

Figure 3.7: FDTD simulations for ATB. (Left) Light is squeezed by adiabatic tapers (mode matching process to
bend/splitter), (Middle) then traverses air trench bends, (Right) and emerges into the output mode via the trailing taper
[36].
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It is shown in figure 3.7 that the light is transmitted through the air trench bend maintaining

single-mode without significant scattering. Figure 3.8 is a comparison with and without

cladding tapers. It is shown that junction loss is suppressed by placing cladding tapers. The

junction loss is reduced from -1.5dB (31% loss) to -35dB (2.0% loss).

(

Figure 3.8: FDTD simulation of (Left) air trench bend without tapers. Raius=9Am. no0r=1.56, nlad=l.46. (Right) air trench
bend with tapers. Radius=7Am, n1=l.56, nlad=1.46 [36].

By employing the same designing approach as ATB, the air trench (AT) T-splitter was

evaluated. Figure 3.9 shows the FDTD simulations for AT T-splitter.

Figure 3.9: FDTD simulations for AT T-splitter (left) Light is squeezed by adiabatic tapers (mode matching process to
bend/splitter), (Middle) then traverses air trench bends, (Right) and emerges into the output mode via the trailing taper
[36].
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3.4 Realization of ATB and AT T-splitter

From this section, the realization of ATB and AT T-splitter is discussed.

Theoretical details of AT bend design are discussed in the previous section. Figure 3.10

summarizes bend design for conventional waveguides and AT sections for the case of

0.09dB loss, which corresponds to 98% transmission. Three examples (A, B, and C) depict

the case where A(ncorJncladding-l) = 0.25%, 0.68% and 6.8%, respectively. Radiation loss in

regular and AT bends is evaluated numerically according to the approaches in [22] and [23]

after the customary conformal transformation for bent waveguides [21]. The result is a

theoretical reduction in bend radius by a factor of 10-1000 and in total bend structure edge

length by a factor of 4-60.

l- -t . .
IUUUVU

X 10000

C 1000

100

do

1

0.001 0.01 0.1 1

Normalized index difference(no,,/nad- 1)

Figure 3.10: Bend radius design plot [43]. Claddings are assumed to be silicon dioxide(SiO2). Radiation loss in regular
and AT bend is evaluated numerically according to the approaches in [22] and [23] after the customery conformal
transformation for bent waveguides [21]. The result is a theoretical reduction in bending radius by a factor of 10-1000 and
in total bend structure edge length by a factor of 4-60.

Figure 3.11 summarizes the structural components of the AT design. In straight

propagation, the structure is a simple low index contrast channel waveguide (cross section

A in Figure 3.11). At bends, air trenches are placed to enhance lateral mode confinement by

introducing local high index contrast (cross section B in Figure 3.11). To avoid junction
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loss between the straight and bending sections, an adiabatic taper is placed at the input and

output junction. These adiabatic tapers provide fast mode transition between straight and

bending waveguides. This type of AT bend can result in a drastic reduction in bend radius

depending on the index contrast between core and cladding.

Top view:

Cross sections: X
. .

A

Radius=2, 3, 4.5, 7 and 9ptm
0=55,65,76 and 80deg.

r-----------------____,
. I

Si substrate
I~~~~~~~~II~~~~~~~~
air air :B

i Iil
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

L- ---------- J

Si substrate

Figure 3.11: Air trench design schematic (photomask layout).
(a) Cross sectional view of (A) low index straight waveguide and (B) bend.
(b) Air trench bend (ATB). Radius = 2, 3, 4.5, 7 and 9gm and e = 55,65,76 and 80°.

(c) Ait trench T-splitter schematic. R = 9pm and 0 = 80°.
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For the fabrication of ATBs and T-splitters, the index difference is targeted at An=0.1

(A=6.8%: Example C in figure 3.11). Silicon oxynitride (SiON) is chosen as core material

since its refractive index can be easily adjusted during deposition just by changing gas

composition [35]. Radii and linear taper angles are varied from 2 to 9m and 55° to 800,

respectively, as in figure 3.11 since they are the most important factors for miniaturization

of bend. A radius is defined by the inner radius of channel waveguide. The width of

channel waveguide and AT waveguide are 1.7ptm and l gm respectively to keep single

mode in low index contrast (straight) region and high index contrast (bend) region. Trench

depth is chosen to be 4gm to minimize substrate loss. The trench depth should be more than

twice as deep as core thickness to achieve O.OldB substrate loss [36]. This low loss is

achieved by laterally confining the evanescent tail of guided in-between deep air trenches.

For the T-splitter, the radius and taper are fixed at 9rm and 80°, respectively (Figure

3.11b).

The fabrication process is schematically outlined in Figure 3.12. All of the

processes are CMOS compatible. The starting substrate was mm thick Czochralski (Cz)

grown p-type (0.1-100l cm) silicon wafer and under cladding was grown by high pressure

thermal oxidation process (HIPOX) at 1050C (figure 3.12a). The thickness of under

cladding was 16pm. After growing the under cladding, a silicon oxynitride (SiON) core

layer was deposited by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) process

(figure 3.12b). The target index is 1.5456 at 1.55pm so that index difference between core

and cladding is 0.1. SiON deposition was done using a Novellus Conceptl 1. The thickness

and refractive index (at 633nm) of SiON film were 2.0498[pm and 1.5294, respectively as

deposited. This evaluation was done by Metricon model 2010 prism coupler. The

wavelengths used here were 633nm and 1550nm, in TE mode.
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After core layer deposition, a high temperature anneal (N 2 ambient, 1050°C 1-6 hours) was

applied to consolidate the SiON film and to remove nitrogen-hydrogen covalent bonds

which introduce absorption loss in the 1.55gm wavelength range [30]. During the annealing

process, the SiON layer refractive index and thickness change as shown in figure 3.13.

Both the thickness and refractive index converge to stable values after 4 hours. We used

SiON which had been annealed for 4 hours for all the structures in this work.

Photolithography was done using a Nikon i-line (365nm) stepper NSR-2205i9. The

photoresist used here was Shipley SPR700(1.2). After the lithography process, the

photoresist was irradiated by UV light using Fusion M150OPC Photostabilizer to avoid

photoresist deformation during the succeeding post bake. Post bake was done at 1300 C for

3min and at 2000 C for 3min on a hot plate. The waveguide pattern was transferred by a dry

etching process (figure 3.12c). The etching was done with an Applied Materials AME5300

using C2F6 17.9 sccm and CH3F 12.1 sccm and source RF and wafer biases of 1800W and

470W, respectively. Under these conditions, a high etch rate (-60A/sec.) was achieved and

high selectivity over photoresist (>3) and high aspect ratio were also achieved since CH3F

works as a sidewall protection layer due to its high carbon ratio. The obtained sidewall

angle of air trench is 860. Then wafers were cleaned by oxygen plasma ashing and piranha

cleaning. Top cladding SiO2 was deposited also by PECVD (figure 3.12d).

Chemo-mechanical polishing (CMP) was applied to obtain a smooth surface for the second

lithography step by Strasbaugh Harmony 6EC (figure 3.12e). A second photolithography

and dry etching step were performed to fabricate the air trench using the same procedure as

for waveguide fabrication (figure 3.12g-h).
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(e)

(8)

Figure 3.12: Brief schematic of air trench bend/T-splitter process flow (not to scale). All steps are done using conventional
CMOS processes [43].
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Figure 3.13: Refractive index and thickness changes of PECVD SiON after anneal (1554nm TE mode). The refractive
index increases by 0.033 and thickness decreases by 15.7% as a result of consolidation annealing [43].
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Figure 3.14: Images of fabricated structures. Optical microscope images: (a) AT bend; (b) T-splitter. SEM images: (c) AT
bend (6,000x); (d) AT T-splitter (3,500x) [43].

Figure 3.14 shows a set of optical microscope top view images of an AT bend and

a T-splitter where the radius is 9Cpm and the taper angle is 80°. It can be seen that the two

layers (waveguide and air trench layers) are well aligned with each other. Figure 3.14 (c)

and(d) show a set of scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures of the AT bend and

T-splitter. Table 3.2 summarizes the fabrication results in terms of dimensions realized in

this process. The fabricated waveguides are close to design value as shown in table 3.2. All

dimensions were obtained by SEM analysis.
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Core (PECVD SiON)
before anneal

Core (PECVD SiON)
after anneal

Under- cladding(HIPOX
thermal oxide)

633nm 1550nm Designed Actual
TE mode TE mode

1.5294 1.5430 Waveguide top width(WT) 1.7pm 1.59pm
Waveguide bottom width(WB) 1.7Lmn 1.821pm

1.5621 1.5485 Trench top width(TT) 1.0oun 0.65pm
(targeted at 1.5456)
1.4583 (targeted at 1.5456) Trench bottom width(TB) 1.0nm 1.35gm1.4583 1.4456depth 4.0__m 5.0pm

Trench depth 4.Opm 5.0pm

Top- cladding(PECVD 1.4639 1.4531
oxide) before anneal

Top- cladding(PECVD 1.4644 1.4531
oxide) after anneal (targeted at 1.4456)

Table 3.2: (Left) Refractive indices of films employed for air trench waveguides. Indices are changed after consolidation
annealing and close to design values. (Right) Waveguide dimensions after fabrication. Dimensions are obtained by SEM
observation and close to design values. The sidewall angle of AT waveguide is 86° .

Figure 3.15 shows unsuccessful etching results done by conventional dry etching technique.

(top-left: a) Cross section of etched SiON waveguide. AME5000 was used with CHF3

etchant. Poor aspect ration was obtained due to photoresist corrosion as a result of

long-time etch (25min.). (top-right: b) Bird's eye view of etched T-splitter waveguide.

AME5300 (Centura) was used with C2F6 gas. Poor aspect ratio and rough sidewall

roughness were observed due to unexpected photoresist sidewall etching. (bottom-left: c)

Etched air trench made by the same etching recipe as in (b). (bottom-right: d) Etched air

trench with higher wafer bias (600W). Better aspect ration was obtained but small

structures such as air trench waveguide were vanished.
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Figure 3.15: SEM images of etched structures using conventional techniques.

3.5 Measurement results

Waveguide loss measurements were done using the Fabry-Perot resonance method.

Compared with the conventional cut-back method, this technique provides more precise

measurement since optical contrast (Ima/Imin) does not depend on the coupling condition

between optical fiber and waveguide, which is very sensitive to alignment conditions [25],

[45]. The loss is simply calculated from the ratio of maximum to minimum intensity

according to

a=- ln - Imax min-m
L R Imax /Imin + 1

where ca(/cm) is the propagation loss coefficient, L is the length of the waveguide, and R is

facet modal reflectivity. Imax and Imin are the peak and bottom intensities of the
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Fabry-Perot spectrum, respectively. The reflectivity R was calculated by a

three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation. The input and output

facets were polished using a Buehler ECOMET3 system to suppress scattering at facets

during measurement. aT(dB/cm) = 4.3a(/cm). The experimental setup is shown in figure

3.17.

For both TE and TM modes, this waveguide shows propagation loss as low as

0.27±0.1dB/cm. Loss was obtained by averaging the results from 10 peaks and valleys in

the Fabry-Perot spectrum near 1550nm.

0.06

0.05

0.04.. 0.03
()

0.02

0.01

n

1510 1520 1530 1540 1550

Wavelength(nm)

1560

Figure 3.16: An example of raw data of Fabry-Perot resonance measurement from air trench bend. Loss was obtained by
averaging the results from 10 peaks and valleys in the Fabry-Perot spectrum near 1550nm.

A. Air trench bend results

Figure 3.18 (a) and (b) show bend losses for a 90° AT bend for TM ('quasi-TE' in

[36], out-of-plane) and TE ('quasi-TM' in [36], in-plane) modes, respectively. The cladding

taper angle is fixed at 800 and radii of the bend section are varied from 2 to 9gm. Bend loss
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is as small as 0.1dB/turn and matches to a reasonable degree the 2D FDTD simulation

results for both polarizations. The geometry of air trenches is very well suited to

approximation by 2D FDTD using the effective index method [36]. However, the

experimental results have as much as -0.15dB standard deviation. The values shown in

Figures. 6a and 6b are the averages of 10 Fabry-Perot resonance points near 1550nm.

Another important factor for the miniaturization of bends while maintaining low

loss is the cladding taper angle. Larger taper angles result in lower reflection and radiation

losses, but increase device size. Finding an adequate taper angle is key to achieving

compact, low-loss bends. Figure 3.18 (a)' and (b)' show bending loss per 90° AT bend for

TM (quasi-TE) and TE (quasi-TM) modes, respectively, for several taper angles with the

radius fixed at 9pim. Experimental results match the simulation with some deviation. From

these results, it is confirmed that the taper design has a significant impact on the bend loss

as predicted from theoretical simulation and that cladding tapers permitting low-loss bends

can be fabricated.

Figure 3.17: An experimental setup for waveguide loss measurement (the same as Figure 1.7).
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Figure 3.18: (Left column) Bending loss for ATB using TM mode (a) and TE mode (b). Radii are varied from 2 to 9mm.
Taper angle is fixed at 800. Experimental results are in good agreement with theoretical curves for transmission, as shown.

(Right column) Bending loss for ATB using TM mode (a)' and TE mode (b)'. Taper angle is varied from 55 to 80°.

Experimental results are in good agreement with theoretical curves for transmission, as shown.

B. Air trench T-splitter results

In the T-splitter illustrated in figure 3.11(b) and shown in Figure 3.14(b) and (d),

the radius and taper angle are fixed at 9pm and 80°, respectively. A straight throughput loss

measurement was employed to find approximately less than 0.6dB loss per junction. A key

factor in T-splitters is even (or by design controllable) power distribution. Even power

splitting is particularly important for optical clock distribution. Table 3.3 gives the

measured power distribution for TM (quasi-TE) and TE (quasi-TM) modes. The splitting
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ratio for the device shown is approximately 45:55 for both TM and TE modes in the

1540-1565nm wavelength range. It was found that accurate alignment between the two

structures (waveguide core and air trench structures) is an important factor for even power

distribution. The splitting ratio was degraded to 30:70 when there is 0.3pxm lateral

misalignment between the waveguide layer and air trench layer as shown in figure 3.19. By

paying attention to precise alignment, compact, low-loss and even-power-splitting

T-splitters can be realized using AT bends.

Jilnput Left arm Right arm

power(%) power(%)

Lott arm Right arm

TM 53.9±5 46.1±5
mode
TM 54.5±5 45.5±5

mode

Table 3.3: Power distribution ratios between right and left arms for TM and TE modes. The wavelength ranges from
1540-1560nm. Power splitting ratios for both TM and TE modes are around 55: 45. The expected misalignment between
waveguide and AT layers is 0. Imm.
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Figure 3.19: Relationship between lateral misalignment and power splitting ratio. 0.05pm alignment
accuracy is required to achieve 49:51 power splitting ratio.
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3.6 Discussion and summary

We presented the realization of novel waveguide structures by which sharp bend

radii and dense integration can be achieved even in low-index contrast (LIC) waveguides

while keeping propagation loss and radiation (bend) loss within acceptable bounds. By

introducing local high index contrast (the air trench) at the bend gradually, away from the

core first, in a configuration which allows for adiabatic mode transition from low to high

index contrast regions, a dramatic reduction in the bend radius of otherwise low index

contrast waveguides is possible without causing large junction losses through mode

mismatch and Fresnel reflection. This air trench technique can be applied to various kinds

of index contrast system ranging from A=0.7% (current PLC technology) to A=20% (high

refractive index SiON) depending on future demands just by placing an air trench at the

bend. We have demonstrated that this is a promising technique to achieve compact

waveguide system using current well-established CMOS technology. The results match

theoretical simulations. The larger deviation from the theory in figure 3.18 at smaller radii

and larger taper angles can be explained by scattering loss at bends and cladding tapers. At

bends and tapers, the waveguide experiences local high index contrast and scattering loss

becomes a more dominant loss source due to larger index difference.

The total bend length (radius and taper) was reduced by a factor of 5 to 50 in our

silica examples depending index contrast. Because bend radius is one of the primary

factors limiting the integration density in silica based PLCs, the use of AT bends such as

the ones presented here will allow dense integration leading to reduced cost and better yield,

while preserving the good fiber coupling and propagation loss properties of silica PLCs.

We furthermore demonstrated a low-loss, compact AT T-splitters with the potential

of reliable, even splitting ratios. To achieve even splitting ratios, precise alignment is

required between the first (waveguide) and the second (air trench) layers, although this can
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be achieved using state-of-the-art lithography tools.

In addition to the low-loss property, the air trench waveguide has various

applications. As a first example, this air trench waveguide works as a polarizer by

optimizing the width of air trench waveguide. Figure 3.20 shows mode profiles for TE and

TM polarizations when the widths of the air trench waveguide are 0.45gm and 1.Om. For

1.Om width (a and b), a significant difference is not observed between TE and TM

polarizations. However, when the width is 0.45glm, the strong selectivity between TE and

TM polarizations is observed due to the asymmetric structure (The detail is discussed in

Appendix A).

W
4-b

Figure 3.20: Mode profiles for air trench waveguides. (a): W=l.Opm, TE (quasi-TM) mode. (b): W=10pm, TM (quasi-TE)
mode. (c): W=0.45gm, TE (quasi-TM) mode. (d): W=0.45pm TM (quasi-TE) mode. It is shown that air trench waveguide
works as a polarizer by narrowing the width. Simulations were done Apollo®.

As a second application, the air trench waveguide can be used as an erbium doped

waveguide amplifier (EDWA). By utilizing the low-loss property and compact bend size, it

is possible to integrate 10m long waveguide on a lcm2 chip even when An=0.1. The brief

outline is shown in figure 3.21. Different from HIC waveguide, where propagation loss is

usually more than ldB/cm [2], air trench waveguide can achieve low propagation loss due

to its low index contrast for straight wavegude.
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Figure 3.21: Schematic of air trench waveguide amplifier. It becomes possible to integrate long waveguide on a small chip
even on LIC platform by employing air trench bends. By its low loss property and compact bend size, a compact EDWA
can be expected even on a small chip.
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Chapter 4: PBG waveguide

4.1 Background

Photonic crystal has been attracting considerable attention since its introduction in

1987 by John [46] and Yablonovitch [47]. Photonic crystal has an ultimate potential to mold

the flow of the light since photonic bandgap forbids photons with certain frequencies to

propagate and brings about a huge reduction of the group velocity. The concept of photonic

crystal has been applied to optical wavgeuides by placing the defect, which is surrounded

with photonic crystal structures as shown in figure 4.1 [48]. By introducing the defect, new

photonic states are formed within photonic bandgap (PBG). Above or below these

defect-induced modes, the photonic density of states (DOS) becomes zero. As a result, the

light traveling in the photonic crystal using the defect modes cannot leak from these states

to neighboring modes and the loss is ideally zero. Many attempts have been made to realize

photonic crystal wavgeuide (hereafter, PBG waveguide) for the purpose of dense

integration of optical waveguides, however, in actual situations the loss is usually high as

much as 4-20dB/mm due to the fabrication difficulty and poor vertical confinement [63-65].

For 1.55ugm communication range, the feature size becomes around 1.55/(4n) = 0.1 - 0.4gm

depending on the indices of materials, where n denotes the index of the material. It is

challenging to control the feature size precisely with nm order with current exposure

system such as a stepper. In most cases, e-beam exposure system is used to realize PBG

wavgeuide to attain the maximum resolution. However, this approach has some

fundamental problems. The first problem is the difficulty of feature size control. To achieve

the acceptable dimension control and to suppress unexpected scattering, the holes or poles

have to be fabricated as precisely as possible using e-beam exposure system and metal

etching mask, which are not suitable for mass production and not CMOS-compatible any
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more. The second problem is that it is usually significantly challenging to fabricate three

dimensional photonic crystal structure, therefore, dielectric guiding is often employed for

vertical light confinement. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show examples of conventional approach to

realize PBG waveguide.

4.2 Prior arts

As shown in figures 4.1-3, all of these PBG waveguides are proposed by

fabricating tiny poles or holes two dimensionally by employing the techniques mentioned

in the previous section. However, these approaches usually suffer from the discrepancy

between theoretical and experimental results for the reason of dimension control.
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Figure 4.1: Simulation of the propagation of an optical mode traveling around a sharp bend in a 2-D photonic crystal
composed of a cubic array of dielectric cylinders. [48]

|-aSi
*'-air

Figure 4.2: Examples of PBG wavgeuide [49]. PBG structures are fabricated laterally and dielectric confinement is used
vertical confinement.
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Figure 4.3: SEM image of a periodic array of silicon pillars fabricated using deep anisotropic etching. The silicon pillars
are 205nm in diameter and 5pm tall [50].

On the other hand, a completely different approach has been proposed recently to

realize 3-D structures by using two-photon polymerization of photoresist and advanced

scanning tools [51]. However, this kind of 3-D photonic crystal usually shows poor

performance due to the difficulty of dimension control or fabrication defects, therefore,

their application is limited to academic researches. The reported losses are usually within

4-20dB/mm [63-65]. It is reported that the origin of such high propagation loss is scattering

caused by various imperfections in fabricated waveguides [63]. More importantly, it poses a

significant challenge to the integration with other CMOS materials such as Si0 2, Si, Si3N4

and so forth which are made above 4000C depending on the process. As a conclusion, PBG

waveguides have to satisfy the requirements mentioned below for the real applications.

(a) CMOS compatible for easy fabrication.

(b) Easy dimension control for higher performance, lower cost and higher yield.

(c) Can be integrated on chip.
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4.3 PBG waveguide designing approach

Our approach is totally different from conventional ones. The problem of the

previous approaches is that they depend on e-beam lithography and successive dry etching

to control the feature dimensions. These techniques are well matured and established,

however, it is still challenging to control the required feature sizes. Our proposed structure

is briefly depicted in figure 4.4. The core is surrounded with PBG layers. The core and

under cladding PBG layers are both etched by dry etching technique. Different from

lithographic approach, where photonic structures are fabricated by etching, a simple

deposition process is employed to fabricate PBG structure. It is well known that it is easy to

control the thickness of each layer since the deposition rate is as slow as 2-l0nm/min. and

well-controllable with conventional techniques [52]. High quality PBG layers are required

to realize acceptable propagation loss. To achieve good step coverage, low pressure

chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) technique is proposed in this chapter. The principle is

discussed in the next section.

High index material

Low index material

j I
PBG

_ . 1arm U

J

PBG under cladding

Figure 4.4: Cross section of the proposed PBG waveguide. The core is surrounded by PBG cladding layers. Uniform
layers are achieved by LPCVD technique.
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4.4 PBG designing and fabrication

Silicon nitride (Si3N4: n = 2.0) and poly-Si (n = 3.45) were chosen as high index

contrast materials. Both materials are deposited using Low Pressure Chemical Vapor

Deposition (LPCVD) process at 7750C and 6250C, respectively. Due to low deposition

pressure as low as 200mTorr and relatively high deposition temperature, depositions are

done at surface reaction limited regime not at mass-transport reaction limited regime. This

indicates that deposition rate depends only on substrate temperature not on gas flow inside

the reaction furnace with this temperature and pressure. By employing LPCVD process,

diffusion length of reaction species can be much longer as compared to atmospheric

deposition, which leads to uniform deposition rate across the wafer or among wafers. It is

expected that deposition rate is uniform independent of surface morphology due to these

properties. Physical explanation is given below.

Figure 4.5 is a schematic wafer surface region in CVD process showing concentrations and

fluxes of reactant species. The flux of reactant species from the vapor phase to the substrate

surface through the boundary layer, F, (in mol/cm2sec) is described by:

F = hG(CG-CS) _(1)

where hG, CG and Cs are the mass transfer coefficient (cm/sec), concentrations of gas

species in the main gas flow and at the substrate surface, respectively. The flux of reactant

consumed by the surface reaction is defined as F2 and can be expressed as below, assuming

first-order reaction kinetics.

F2 = k Cs -(2)

where ks is the reaction coefficient (cm/sec) at the surface. At steady state, following

equation is obtained since these two processes act in series and must be equal to each other.

The overall reaction proceeds at the rate of slower process.
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CG -

Figure 4.5: Wafer surface region in CVD process showing concentrations and fluxes of reactant species [52].

F=F1 =F2 (3)

Then, the following equation is obtained.

Cs CG (1+ -1

-(4)

The growth rate is given by:

F kshG CG
ks +hG N -(5)

The fraction of the incorporating species is defined as:

CG

CT -(6)

where CT is the concentration of all molecules in the vapor phase. Y is also equal to the

partial pressure of the incorporating species, PG, divided by the total pressure in the system.

Y- PG PG

PTotal PG+PG'+' -(7)

Now the equation for the deposition rate can be written as:
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ks h Cr

ks + hG N -(8)

At low pressure, e.g. below Torr, hG is written as:

Do
hG =

S" -(9)

and DG is inversely proportional to Ptota.

1

Ptotal -(10)

Therefore, at low pressure, hG >> ks, then equation (8) is rewritten as:

CT
V k Ys -(11)

which mostly depends on substrate temperature.

, k trm
k% hor term at I t (low P)

A< term at 760 torr t

Net mwa Velocity 

Mass Transfer Surface Rction
Controlled Controlled

IJT

Figure 4.6: Growth velocity vs. 1/T for APCVD (760 torr) and LPCVD (1 torr) systems. The total pressure (with PG and
CG remaining fixed) shifts the hG curve upward, extending the surface reaction regime to higher temperature [52].

Figure 4.6 explains how LPCVD process works. As total pressure goes down, hG curve

shifts upwards and extend the surface reaction limited regime to higher temperature, which

ensures uniform deposition and better film quality. 6pair-PBG whose center wavelength
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was 1.55pm was fabricated using LPCVD poly-Si (n = 3.48) and LPCVD nitride (n = 2.0).

The thickness were 11 Onm and 194nm, respectively. The deposition was done using a

SVG/Thermco 7000 series. Poly-Si deposition was done at 6250 C under 200 mTorr using

SiH4 150sccm as a reactant. Nitride was deposited at 775°C under 200 mTorr using SiH2C12

50 sccm and NH 3 150 sccm as reactants. The deposition rates are 98A/min. and 27A/min.

for poly-Si and nitride, respectively. For this application, high reflectance is required to

achieve low transmission loss since light travels inside core for a long distance such as mm

or cm order, experiencing lots of bounces.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.7: Fabrication scheme of PBG stack. (a) Deposit nitride, (b) Deposit poly-Si, (c) Repeat steps (a) and (b)

Figure 4.8 is a cross sectional SEM picture of poly-Si/nitride layers formed on V-groove

made by KOH anisotropic etch. It is shown that uniform layers are made independent of

surface morphology. It was concluded at this point that the LPCVD approach is suitable for

our PBG waveguide.
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Figure 4.8: Poly-Si and nitride layers deposited on V-groove made by KOH anisotropic etch. It is shown that uniform
layers are formed independent of surface morphology.

6 pair-PBG stack was also made on planar 6inch Si wafer. The target thickness for poly-Si

and nitride was lOnm and 194nm, respectively. Figure 4.9 is a cross sectional TEM

pictures for the PBG taken by Courtesy of Dr. Xiaoman Duan at National Semiconductor.

Figure 4.9: Cross sectional TEM images pf 6pair PBG (Left: 6,000x) and (Right: 30,000x). Courtesy of Dr. Xiaoman
Duan
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Experimental reflectance was obtained using a Varian Cary 5E spectrometer. Figure 4.10 is

theoretical and experimental reflectance. Experimental data fairly matches theoretical one.

The maximum reflectance was 99.4% whereas the theoretical maximum is 99.9%.
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Figure 4.10: Theoretical and experimental reflectance for 6pair poly-Si/nitride PBG (Top) Reflectance from .Omm to
2.4um. (Bottom) Reflectance over the stop-band. Discrepancy from the theory is approximately 0.6%.
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4.5 One dimensional slab PBG asymmetric waveguide

To evaluate the quality of poly-Si/nitride PBG stack as a waveguide cladding,

transmission loss was evaluated using a prism coupling technique. For PBG waveguide

application, high reflectance is required since the propagating light experiences lots of

bounces at PBG surface. The principle of prism coupling is as follows. The sample to be

measured is brought into contact with the base of a prism by means of a

pneumatically-operated coupling head, creating a small air gap between the film and the

prism. A laser beam strikes the base of the prism and is normally totally reflected at the

prism base onto a photodetector. At certain discrete values of the incident angle O, called

mode angles, photons can tunnel across the air gap into the film and enter into a guided

optical propagation mode, causing a sharp drop in the intensity of light reaching the

detector [53].

Figure 4.11: Schematic of prism coupler (left), and intensity of reflected light vs. angle of incidence (0) [53]

For the evaluation, the sample shown in figure 4.12 was prepared. The oxide was deposited

on 6pair-PBG by LPCVD process (LTO) at 400°C under 200mTorr pressure with SiH4 and

02 as reaction gases. The film was densified at 950°C in N2 ambient for 4 hours to remove

excess oxygen out of the film.excess oxygen out of the film.
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4 and 5m t

Figure 4.12: Schematic of one dimensional asymmetric slab waveguide. The thickness of oxide core is 4 and 5um. This is
used for prism coupling measurement.

Figure 4.13: Cross sectional TEM image for D asymmetric PBG slab waveguide. The thickness of core layer is 5pm here.
Courtesy of Dr. Xiaoman Duan.
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R2)

r.r

Angle (O)

Figure 4.14: An example of raw data of the mode coupling between the prism and the PC cladding waveguide for 4mm
oxide core. Five dips represent the five propagation modes; effective mode indices are measured as 1.4383, 1.4173,
1.3812, 1.3287 and 1.2577. Courtesy of Y. Yi.

Wavelength(nm)
Thickness of

oxide core (m)

n,ff: TE polarization
neff: TM polarization

1550nm
4 5

1.4435 1.4078
1.4408 1 1.4346

1307nm
4 5

1.4325 1.4383
1.4425 1 1.4425

Table 4.1: Effective mode indices (nef) of 1-D asymmetric slab waveguide. Effective mode indices are lower than indices
of silicon (n=3.5) or nitride (2.0).

As shown in table 4.1, mode propagation constant or effective indices (neff) of fundamental

modes are lower than the indices of silicon or nitride, where refractive indices are 3.5 and

2.0, respectively. Despite the fact that index of core layer is lower than both PBG materials

(nitride and Si in this case), the light is well coupled into the oxide layer and guided. This is

a strong demonstration of PBG principle and indicates that the core can be chosen from

various materials regardless of refractive index.
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As a next step, the propagation loss of these 1-D PBG asymmetric waveguide was

evaluated. The light incident angle was fixed at the guided-condition angle (angle A in

Figure 4.14) and scattered light was scanned along the slab waveguide. From the slope of

the corrected scattered light, the propagation constants for fundamental modes were

obtained.

Wavelength(nm) 1550nm 1307nm
TE polarization 0.42dB/cm 0.24dB/cm
TM polarization 0.47dB/cm 0.69dB/cm

Table 4.2: Propagation losses of fundamental modes for -D PBG asymmetric slab wavegudies. These low-losses
indicate that the light propagates in low index material (oxide).

This results indicates that omni directional PBG bandgap leads to low propagation loss for

both TE and TM modes and this is the experimental evidence of light propagation in low

index material.

4.6 Two dimensional PBG channel waveguide

In this section, two dimensional PBG waveguide is discussed. From appendix B,

the time-independent Maxwell's equation (master equation) is expressed as:

Vx H (r) )H W
d r) c -(12)

which can be rewritten as [54]:

[v, ( c ) w,·]· -(13)
where n and z are the refractive index of the core and the direction of uniform translational

symmetry, respectively. If the core of the waveguide is surrounded by perfectly conducting

material, such as metal with infinite k (absorption), it is possible to divide the problem into

TE (E = 0) and TM (Hz = 0) polarizations. For a rectangular cavity of dimensions Ix by ly
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and refractive index n, solutions will take the form as:

c o-1 k2 + .o pq
n -(13)

P q
where 21a -21/a ) (14)

TEM modes (p = q = 0) are not allowed due to the fact that the metal cavity has an

equipotential surface unable to support a non-trivial TEM mode. TE modes will have at

least one non-zero quantum number, whereas TM modes are required to have both be

non-zero. These findings are summarized in figure 4.15.

o TEmO

D TE,,

o TEo2
A TE/TM 12

< TE 22
..;TE
e 03

o TE13

E TM 1 3

- TEm
- TE/TM1
- TE02
- TE/TM1 2

- TE/TM22

- TE03

.......- - I IIM 13
kz (27/a)

Figure 4.15: Dispersion relations of metallic channel waveguide (lines) and PBG cladding channel waveguide (dots).
They have very similar dispersion relations. Courtesy of Y.Yi [54].

The difference between PBG cladding and perfectly conducting metal is that there exist a

small amount of loss for PBG cladding, which comes from a finite number of layers, and

also a phase-shift that changes frequency within the gap. The first problem can be ignored

by placing sufficient number of layers. The phase shift is less than p for the lower half of

the gap, and more than p in the upper half of the gap. Qualitatively, it is possible to predict

that modes predicted by the theory for the metallic waveguide will be pushed toward the
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center of the gap. The results obtained numerically (figure 4.15) show modes that behave in

a quite similar manner to those predicted for the metallic waveguide, as well as dispersion

relations, which are close to the metallic predictions but still differ from them in the

qualitative way mentioned above. The mode structure and electric field confinement are

visually shown in figure 4.16, which shows the most of the electric field are confined in the

low index core materials.

ww .T .".

i5! ad***, 6gm

sh w1nfg r6.7 h a e ud. . .(r w d ................. .a . ..m an teh iFigure 4.16: The mode structures for PBG cladding channel waveguide for some higher modes. The strong confinement of
the field in the low index core is seen. Courtesy ofY.Yi [54]

As a next step, two dimensional waveguide was actually fabricated. Design parameters are

shown in figure 4.17. The waveguide (core) widths are 16 and 20pim and the heights are 4,

5 and 6jim.

16 and 20.tm

4, 5 and 6un 

)oIy-Si

nitrid

Figure 4.17: Cross section of 2-D PBG waveguide. The width and height varies as shown (not to scale).
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Fabrication scheme is shown in figure 4.18. After depositing 4-6gm LTO and densification

anneal at 950C in N2 ambient (figure 4.18a), Shipley SPR 700 photoresist was coated

repeatedly until 3.5gm thick photoresist was obtained. After patterning the photoresist

using a Nikon i-line (365nm) stepper NSR-2205i9, the photoresist was developed. After the

lithography process, UV light was irradiated to the photoresist using Fusion M15OPC

Photostabilizer to avoid photoresist deformation during the successive post bake. Post bake

was done at 1300C for 3min and at 2000C for 3min on a hot plate. The waveguide pattern

was transferred by a dry etching process (figure 4.18b). The etching was done with an

Applied Materials AME5300 using C2F6 17.9 sccm and CH3F 12.1 seem and source RF and

wafer biases of 1800W and 470W, respectively. 6pair PBG top cladding layers were

deposited by the same procedure as in section 4.4 (figure 4.18c). Due to LPCVD process

employed here, good step coverage can be expected.

1/>~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~W

' oySI

I

I·-

EU

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.18: Waveguide fabrication scheme. All steps are done by conventional CMOS process. (a) Deposit oxide (LTO)
and densify it. (b) Patterning. (c) Deposit top cladding layers using LPCVD process.(not to scale).

Figure 4.19 shows SEM and TEM images of PBG waveguide. As shown, the waveguide

has uniform PBG layers due to good step coverage of LPCVD process. TEM pictures show

that the thickness control was done successfully.
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Figure 4.19: SEM and TEM images of PBG waveguide. (Left) SEM images of PBG waveguide with 12um width and 4um
thickness(a: 1,600x) (b: 4,500x) (Right) TEM images (c: 5,000x) (d: 8,000x). TEM images: Courtesy of Dr. Xiaoman
Duan.

For figures 4.19 and 4.20, SEM samples were dipped into buffered HF (7:1) solution for

lmin. and then 10% KOH 300C solution for 90sec. to emphasize the surface morphology.

Figure 4.20 is top views of PBG waveguides. Top cladding was polished off to expose

oxide core, where the width of the core is 4m. It is visually shown that the core is

uniformly surrounded by PBG cladding.
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Light propagation

Figure 4.20: (a, b and d) SEM images for PBG waveguides after polishing off the top cladding. (b) Visualized FDTD
simulation corresponding to (a). FDTD simulation: Courtesy of Y.Yi.

4.7 Waveguide loss measurement

For waveguide loss measurement, conventional cutback method was employed

since these PBG waveguides are multi-moded and Fabry-Perot resonance method is not

available in this case. Due to waveguides' larger core size, it can be expected that the

alignment between waveguide and fiber is relatively easy. Propagation loss of waveguide is

defined as:

10 og Pil, 
d oul -(12)
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where is the ratio of the input and output powers as the light travels over a distance (d), or

the ratio of the short and long waveguides' output powers. Its unit is dB. Or it is directly

proportional to the waveguide attenuation coefficient:

d1 In Pio, -(13)

a and aT are related to each other by the following simple equation.

at = 4. 3 a -(14)

0.1

. 0.01

,

0.001

n nnnl

1490 1500 1510 1520 1530 1540 1550 1560

Wavelength(nm)

Figure 4.21: An example of raw data for output intensities of PBG waveguides. The propagation loss is obtained using
Cut-back approach. Eqns. (12-14).

We have found experimentally that the coupling of laser light into the PBG waveguide is

much easier as compared to other high index contrast waveguide due to its large core size.

Table 4.3 is the result of loss measurement. TE polarizations were used for analysis.

I Waveguide height (m) I 4 5 6

16um wide 9.89-+2.5dB/cm 8.26+3.3dB/cm 3.78±0.6dB/cm
[I - -20pm wide [9. 512.0dB/cm I 7.88±3.5dB/cm I 3.68±1.5dB/cm I

Table 4.3: Propagation loss for 2-D PBG waveguides. Loss was obtained by cut-back method.
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Figure 4.22: Output intensities from two identical PBG waveguides (W=16gm and H=5 gm) on different chips. It is shown
that the transmittance strongly depends on wavelength.

Figure 4.22 shows raw data of output intensities from two identical PBG waveguides, with

width = 16gm and height = 5gm on different chips, where laser intensity is kept constant at

5mW. Two outputs show the close value to each other. This is attributable to easy and

reproducible alignment due to large core size. It is shown that output intensity strongly

depends on wavelength. The light from the fiber needs to couple into defect modes of

photonic bandgap to propagate otherwise it is simply reflected back from the waveguide.

Since the incident angle is fixed in this measurement, wavelength plays an important role in

coupling of light. This is peculiar phenomena to PBG waveguide and strong evidence of

PBG guiding. In the case of dielectric waveguide, output intensity is relatively constant if

single mode condition is kept.

It was also found that the experimental losses are higher than those obtained from

theory. This can be attributed to fabrication defects such as sidewall roughness, slanted

sidewall and unexpected cracks in waveguides. Figure 4.21 is an example of fabrication

defects. It was found that there exists rough and slanted sidewall, which are expected to be

caused by photoresist corrosion and unexpected side-etching during dry etching process.
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We etched 4-6gm thick oxide and 2gm thick under-clad PBG layers. Therefore, the process

development, such as the usage of hard etching mask, is necessary to improve the

performance of two dimensional PBG waveguide. In this chapter, nitride is used as a low

index material for PBG layers, however, SiO2 is also a good candidate if the fabrication

situation allows. For example, LTO is deposited between surface reaction limited regime

and mass transfer controlled regime. Therefore, good step coverage cannot be expected.

LPCVD Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) is expected to have good step coverage due to its

high deposition temperature (500-800°C) and low sticking coefficient [55].

Figure 4.23: SEM images of fabrication defects which are considered to be loss source. (a): Rough sidewall and slanted
wadewall observed from the outside of PBG cladding. (b): Cracks crossing the waveguide. The cracks were generated
mainly during dicing process.

Figures 4.23 shows the comparisons of theoretical losses and experimental ones.

Approximate theoretical losses are obtained based on the combination of 2D-FDTD,

asymptotic matrix theory [56] and experimental reflectance results. It is shown in these

figures that the experimental loss is higher than theoretical on by factor of 3-6. It is

expected attributable to fabrication defects mentioned above.
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Figure 4.24: Comparisons of theoretical and experimental data. (Left) Width is fixed at 20mm. It is shown that loss is
lower for higher waveguide. (Right) Width is fixed at 16mm. It is also shown that loss is lower for higher waveguide.

4.8 Bend loss

Bend losses were obtained by subtracting bending waveguide output power from

straight waveguide output power. Figure 4.25 shows the experimental bend losses for PBG

wavgeuides. As well as experimental propagation losses, it was found that bend losses are

also higher than theory. Theoretical bend loss was calculated and plotted in figure 4.24 by

comparing the total integrating Poynting flux density going into the bend, which is

compared to the total output, for a Gaissian pulse centered around o = 0.203(27ic/a) and k,

= 0.191(2n/a), with a core of 10a, by 10a, which is meant to correspond to the parameters

for TM11 mode [54], where a denotes the period of PBG (0.3,tm in this case). The

calculation was done for inner radii of 8a, 15a and 22a. The results were a transmission of

91.6% for the smallest inner radius, corresponding to a value of 2.4gm for a = 0.3gm, and

92.9% for the largest inner radius, corresponding to a value of 6.6)um. It is found that the

transmission as a function of frequency is relatively flat around the central pulse frequency.

It should be mentioned that this analysis ignores factors, which are important for a bend in
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a dielectric waveguide, such as mode mixing and losses due to a finite number of layers

[54]. Figure 4.24 shows the bend loss for PBG waveguide with 2.4 x 2.4gm cross section.

0.8

'o0.6

E
0.4

I..

0.2

n
0.195 0.2 0.205

(o (2xc/a)
0.21

Figure 4.25: Transmission spectrum around a 90° dend for PBG waveguide. Radius = 2.4pm. Courtesy of Y. Yi [54].
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Figure 4.26: Experimental bend losses for PBG waveguides. (Left) Bend losses/900 for waveguides with W=20jgm.

(Right) Bend losses/90° for waveguides with W=16pm. Losses don't simply depend on radii.

On the other hand, experimental bend losses are much higher than theory by a factor of 10

or more. This is also attributable to fabrication defects. However, figure 4.25 shows that the

loss is not a simple function of bending radius and relatively flat and there exist optimized

radii in terms of bending loss (R=20tm for W=20am, and R=5gm for W=16pm). It is
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considered that this minimum-bend-loss radius corresponds to the minimum of the sum of

theoretical bend loss and large propagation loss caused by fabrication defects. For precise

analysis, more sophisticated device would be necessary.

4.9 Summary

We have demonstrated the first PBG waveguide, which can be integrated on chip

using conventional CMOS compatible techniques. The loss results are not close to

theoretical ones, however, we believe that the loss can be reduced by improving fabrication

processes. In addition to integrate optics, this PBG waveguide has various unique

applications such as high power transmission, bio sensor/bioMEMS applications [57]. And

we can also expect an easy coupling between optical fiber, such as plastic optical fiber

(POF), and waveguide due to its large core size. This is considerably important for FTTH

applications. In this chapter, we employed oxide core. However, by replacing oxide core

with hollow core by employing wafer bonding technique, this PBG waveguide can have

various applications such as bio/medical applications [58-62]. As an example, by confining

specimen fluid or gas in defect layer with PBG claddings, it becomes possible to enhance

both absorption and fluorescence of bio-molecules otherwise the fluorescence from the

specimen is too week by traditional or conventional measurement systems.
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Chapter 5: HIC PBG for Visible Light

5.1 Introduction

Photonic bandgap (PBG) crystal for visible light which ranges roughly from

400nm to 700nm is an attractive photonic crystal due to its various applications such as

back-reflector of liquid crystal display (LCD), lamp mirror of LC projector and so forth.

Since this visible light wavelength is significantly important since it is related to

computer-to-human interface. All the information are transmitted from a computer to

human via visible light, in other words, eyes, therefore, PBG for visible light has a huge

impact on various mirror applications. So far two major technologies are common in

fabrication of visible light mirror. One is a metal mirror, which utilizes mainly aluminum or

silver. However, aluminum has poor reflectance as much as 90% and the surface is easily

oxidized which degrades the reflectance even worse though its oxide (A120 3) functions as a

protection layer. Silver has better reflectance as much as 95% but the surface is also easily

oxidized and its oxide (Ag20O) significantly degrades the reflectance and the lifetime of the

mirror. Another candidate for visible light mirror is Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR).

MgF2 (n=1.38) and SiO2 (n=1.46) are often used as alternating materials where index

difference is approximately An=0.08. Due to its small index difference, it is necessary to

cascade DBR structures as many as 30-40 layers to cover all the visible light. This mirror

has been quite successful so far due to its high reflectivity, its long lifetime and thermal

stability. These mirrors are usually fabricated using sputtering method or other physical

vapor deposition (PVD) techniques, therefore, the cost per sample is relatively high as

compared to mature CMOS compatible processes. It is said that the future lamp mirror for

LCD will be elliptical rather than spherical, therefore it will be more challenging to deposit
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uniform film over the curved surface since the deposition of PVD system is proportional to

the square of the inverse of the distance between target and substrate [66]. In this chapter, I

pursue to establish the low-cost and high-performance visible light HIC PBG mirror using

well matured CMOS-compatible techniques.

5.2 Background

Photonic crystal has been attracting considerable attention due to its ultimate

controllability of molding the light. In this chapter, I focus on the PBG for visible light

ranging from 400-700nm. As mentioned in the introduction, PBG in this wavelength

regime can work as an interface between a computer and a human. For example,

back-reflector of LCD or lamp mirror for LC projector is a good example as an application

of PBG mirror. To utilize well-matured CMOS-compatible process to construct PBG for

visible light (hereafter, VisPBG), CMOS-compatible dielectric materials are good

candidates to construct PBG layers. In this chapter, I employ silicon, poly-Si, Si0 2 and

Si3N4 as CMOS compatible dielectric materials.

So far metals such as Aluminum or Silver are widely used as a mirror for visible

light. However, their application is limited due to poor reflectance (90% in Al, 95% for Ag),

unstable surface and short lifetime. DBR cascade mirrors can provide better reflectance and

longer lifetime due to its thermal stability. For DBR cascade mirrors, MgF2 (n=1.38) and

SiO2 (n=1.46) are often used due to its low absorption in visible light and are widely used

for LC projector mirror and other applications such as dental mirrors and other medical use.

The problem of this DBR cascade mirror is that the production cost is high since it is made

by PVD method which is usually done at ultra high vacuum (UHV) condition and the

number of loaded sample has to be limited since its deposition rate is proportional to the
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square of the inverse of the distance between target and substrate [66]. The deposition rate

is expressed as follows. Even worse, the deposition rate strongly depends on the distance

between the target and source and incident angle.

Figure 5.1: Geometries of flux and deposition of small areas on a flat wafer holder for a point source [66].

Reap
V = COS Ok

.O Nr x

where Revap= the evaporation rate from the point source

r = the distance from the source to the spot on the surface

N = the density of the material being deposited

6O = the angle between the surface normal and the direction of the source to a spot

on the surface.

Therefore, it can be concluded that it is difficult to maintain the uniform film across the

substrate or among substrates. This is especially the case when the sample size is relatively

large. And it is said that the shape of the LC projector's lamp mirror will become elliptical

rather than current spherical shape. As a conclusion, it is necessary to develop a new

technique to satisfy the future demand for visible light mirror. In this chapter, dielectric

materials such as Si, SiO2 and Si3N4 are proposed for VisPBG since these materials are
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matured CMOS-compatible ones and various deposition techniques such as CVD, LPCVD,

PECVD and PVD, are available. The goal of this chapter is to construct HIC

one-dimensional PBG, which consists of several numbers of pairs with excellent uniformity

and reflectivity across the surface.

5.3 VisPBG designing

To expand the stop-band over the visible light wavelength (400-700nm), it is

desirable to construct PBG with high index contrast. Below are three PBG examples with

An=0.1, 0.5 and 2.0, where center wavelength is 530nm and absorption is not included. As

shown in figure 5.2, stop band becomes wider and reflection gets higher with higher index

contrast.

An=.1 An=0.5 tn=2.0

0.8 0.5'

0, 0. 0.85

A 0.4 0.4'
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uO' 0.4 05 0.8 0.7 0.8 03 0.4 0.5 06 0.7 0.8 03 0.4 0.5 0. 0.7 0.8
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Figure 5.2: Reflection plots for Dn=0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. Stop band becomes wider and reflection also gets higher with An.

Therefore, it seems to be the natural choice to use silicon(n=3.5) and SiO2(n=1.46), where

index difference is as much as 2.0. However, Silicon has large absorption coefficient at

visible light wavelength as shown in figure 5.3 [67] since silicon's badgap is 1.1eV which

corresponds to l.lm, so it is necessary to suppress this absorption to achieve high

reflectance.
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Figure 5.3: Optical absorption of crystalline silicon [67]

Figure 5.4 is an example of the theoretical reflectance where crystalline silicon's absorption

coefficient is used [67]. To get theoretical reflectance, matrix propagation approach is

employed, which is described in appendix B.
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Figure 5.4: Reflectance of 4 pair-PBG based on crystalline silicon's absorption. The maximum reflectance is 98.5%
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The origin of photonic badgap can be explained by the analogy with bandgap in

semiconductor. In semiconductor, when the probability density has the same period as

atomic distance "a", then the standing wave can have only conditions.

I 8 I = 4sin2 X ' " '
a (corresponds to valence band) : 

I2 = 4cos -x
a (corresponds to conduction band)

Figure.5.5: Spatial distributions of electrons
described by the functions FT+ and 1- [68]

At this wavelength, there is no other solutions possible. This is the origin of bandgap in

semiconductor. Similarly, we can understand the photonic badgap's physical origin by

considering the electric field mode profiles for the states immediately above and below the

gap. The gap between bands nL and nH occurs at the edge of the Brillouin zone, at k = R/a.

With this wave vector, the modes are standing waves with A = 2a, twice the photonic

crystal's lattice constant where low-frequency modes concentrate their energy in the high n

(high-e) region and high-frequency modes concentrate their energy in the low n (low-)

region as shown in figure 5.6. Therefore, when the lattice constant "a" matches half of the

wavelength of incident light, where each layer has X/4n(L or H) thickness, the reflection gets

maximized. As a conclusion, we can simply stack )/4n(L orH) thick layers alternatively if the

constant £ is assumed over the range of interest.
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Figure 5.6: (Left) E-field distribution and power distribution inside PBG stack. (a) and (c) corresponds to dielectric band
in the band structure. (b) and (d) corresponds to air band [69].

5.4 Fabrication

The first goal was set to achieve the close reflectance to theory. To achieve high

reflectance, various approaches were tried and evaluated as described below.

A: Prototypel (LPCVD poly-Si + thermal oxide)

Poly-Si and thermal oxide were chosen as HIC materials. The process scheme is

outlined in figure 5.7. Thermal oxide is known as the best material as a low index material

among various oxides such as CVD oxide, in terms of its stoichiometry or low absorption

[66]. After growing thermal oxide by 1100°C wet oxidation using a BTU BDF-4 tube, then

poly-silicon is deposited by a BTU BDF-4 LPCVD system at 6200 C under 200mTorr

pressure. Then poly-Si is partially oxidized by 1100°C wet oxidation to form SiO2. By

repeating poly-Si deposition and thermal oxidation, 3pair-PBG was fabricated. Target

thickness of poly-Si and oxide are 35nm and 103nm, respectively.
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(a) (b) (C) (d)

Figure 5.7: Fabrication scheme of prototypel. LPCVD poly-Si deposition and thermal oxidation are employed. (a) Grow
thermal oxide, (b) Deposit poly-Si, (c) Partially oxidize poly-Si layer. (d) Repeat step (b) and (c)

Figure 5.8 is the theoretical and experimental reflectance. A Cary 5E spectrophotometer

was used for the reflectance measurement where an error is less than +0.2%. Matrix

propagation method was employed to obtain theoretical reflectance (Appendix B). The

peak reflectance (96.8%) is almost the same as theoretical one (97.8%), however, the large

degradation can be observed at the edges of stop-band. This can be attributed to the

interface roughness of interfaces between oxide and poly-Si layers. Figure 5.9 is a cross

sectional TEM (xTEM) image of this PBG. The rough interfaces are observed and the

roughness of top poly-Si layer was found to be RMS=17.173nm for lxl IAm2 scanning range.

The source of the interface roughness is grains of silicon layers. During thermal oxidation,

grains grow to minimize the surface energy and oxidation rate is not identical between

grains and grain boundaries [66], which make the surface/interface degraded as shown in

figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.8: Theoretical and experimental reflectance of 3pair-PBG. Degradations of reflectance at the stop-band edges are
observed.

Figure 5.9: Cross sectional TEM image of PBG made by p-Si deposition and thermal oxidation. Courtesy of Dr. T. Abe at
Shin-Etsu Handotai Co.,Ltd.

Therefore, it can be tentatively concluded that interface roughness has to be minimized to

suppress scattering and the film quality of silicon and oxide in terms of optical properties,
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such as refractive index and absorption, are close to those of crystalline silicon and quartz

judging from the maximum reflectance.

B: Prototype2 (LPCVDI) poly-Si + LTO)

To suppress the interface roughness, LPCVD poly-Si and CVD oxide were chosen

as HIC materials. The process scheme is shown in figure 5.10. This CVD oxide is often

referred to as Low Temperature Oxide (LTO). LTO is grown at low pressure such as

200mTorr and the deposition temperature is 400-425°C. Therefore, LTO is not as dense as

stoichiometric SiO2. The reason why the deposition is done at such low temperature is that

the reaction gases are SiH4 and 02 and they are explosive at higher temperature such as

500C or more [66]. It is necessary to apply high temperature annealing to densify LTO film

after deposition to get the same property as thermal oxide. It is known that LTO is oxygen

rich oxide and excess oxygen has to be removed out of the film to get stoichiometric SiO2.

The process procedure is as follows. SVG/Thermco 7000 furnaces were used for deposition

and densification. Poly-silicon is deposited at 6200C under 200mTorr pressure. Then LTO

is deposited at 4000 C under 200mTorr, then the LTO is densified at 9500 C for 30min in N2

ambient. By repeating poly-Si deposition, LTO deposition and densification 5 times,

Spair-PBG was fabricated. Target thickness of poly-Si and oxide are 31nm and 89nm,

respectively. Figure 5.11 shows the theoretical and experimental reflectance. The peak

reflectance (97.3%) is closer to theoretical one (98.1%), however, the degradation at the

edges of stop-band are still observed. Figure 5.12 is a XTEM picture of this PBG. As

shown in figure 5.11, the interface roughness is suppressed and the roughness of the top

poly-Si layer was RMS=3.385nm for lxl m2 by AFM analysis. Since poly-Si is partially

oxidized by excess oxygen in LTO during densification, the interface roughness was not
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totally suppressed.

(a)

Figure 5.10: Fabrication scheme of prototype2. LPCVD poly-Si deposition and LTO
oxide, (b) Deposit poly-Si, (c) Deposit LTO and densify it (d) Repeat step (b) and (c)
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Figure 5.11: Theoretical and experimental reflectance of prototype2 (poly-Si and LTO 5pair-PBG). The performance as
compared o theory was improved.
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Figure 5.12: xTEM picture of prototype2 (LPCVD poly-Si and LTO PBG). Interface roughness is suppressed as compared
to prototypel, however, slight roughening can be observed due to partial oxidation by LTO's excess oxygen.

C: Prototype3 SmartCutTM SOI PBG

To minimize the scattering loss at the interface, SmartCutTM technique was

employed to realize atomically flat interface [70]. The approach has been proposed by Abe

et al. [71]. The whole process can be explained briefly in figure 5.13. After growing

thermal oxide, hydrogen ion is implanted and the wafer is bonded with another bare wafer.

Then the wafer is delaminated by applying heat treatment. Then CMP is employed to

planarize the surface. These processes are repeated and 3pair-PBG was fabricated. Figure

5.14 is a xTEM picture where flat interfaces are observed and Si layers are crystalline.

After getting the thickness of each layer, the comparison between theoretical and

experimental reflectance was carried out. Figure 5.15 is the result. The experimental result

showed even higher reflectance than theoretical one. This result indicates that high
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performance can be achieved by realizing flat interface and crystalline material. This

sample was made by Dr. Abe at Shin-Etsu Handotai Co., Ltd and lent to us. The process

technique was also developed by Abe et al.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 5.13: Fabrication scheme of prototype3. (a) Grow thermal oxide, (b) implant H+ ion, (c) Wafer bonding with a
base wafer, (d) Delamination, annealing and CMP, (e) Repeat steps (b)-(d)

50nm

Figure 5.14: XTEM picture of prototype3 (SmartCutTM PBG) It is observed that Interface roughness is totally
suppressed and Si layers are crystalline.
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Figure 5.15: Theoretical and experimental reflectance of prototype3 (SmartCutO PBG). The experimental data shows
higher reflectance over the stop-band.

Figure 5.15 indicates that experimental absorption coefficient (k) obtained here is smaller

than theoretical k. It is considered that k was lowered by film stress caused by wafer

bonding and successive heat treatment since the bonding interface relaxes at high

temperature heat treatment around 1000-1100°C [70] then the bonded wafer is cooled down

to room temperature. Due the difference of expansion coefficient between silicon and oxide

(csi= 2.6 e-6 K -1 , ax = 0.56 e-6 K-)[55], it is expected that the tensile strain was

introduced to silicon layer. The detailed analysis is done in the following section. To match

the theoretical k to the experimental reflectance, theoretical k was manipulated and found

that actual k is almost equal to 40% of theoretical k for visible light. Figure 5.16 is a fit

curve where k is decreased by 60% (0.4k). It is shown that both curves fit well to each other

for 400-700nm range.
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Figure 5.16: Actual and modified reflectance with 0.4 x ktheoreticai. Both curves fit well with each other. It is shown that k
was changed by external factor.

D: Prototype4 (LPCVD poly-Si + thin nitride + LTO)

Even for prototype2, interface roughness was observed due to sacrificial oxidation of

poly-Si layer by oxygen-rich LTO. To suppress interface roughness caused by this

oxidation, thin nitride ( -25A) was inserted into poly-Si/LTO interface. The process scheme

is outlined in figure 5.17.

poly-Si
thin nitride I

"'- r.W~LLLL4

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.17: Fabrication scheme of prototype4. (a) Grow thermal oxide, (b) Thin nitride and poly-Si are deposited, (c)
Thin nitride and poly-LTO are deposited. LTO is densified at 950C (d) Repeat steps (b)-(c)
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Nitride is known as an efficient diffusion barrier against oxidation. It is expected to

suppress the interface roughness by inserting thin nitride films. Basic fabrication scheme is

the same as in prototype2 (poly-Si + LTO). Nitride (n=2.0) was deposited using a

SVG/Thermco tube. The reaction gases are SiH2C12 250sccm and NH3 25 sccm. The

deposition was done at 7750C under 200mTorr pressure. The deposition rate is

approximately 23A/min. Figure 5.18 is a comparison of theoretical and experimental

reflectance. Target thickness for poly-Si, nitride and densified LTO are 30nm, 2.5nm and

100nm, respectively.
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Figure 5.18: Theoretical and experimental reflectance of prototype4
performance as compared o theory was slightly improved.

700 800

(poly-Si + nitride + LTO 4pair-PBG). The

As compared to protype2, the reflectance over the stop-band was slightly improved by

1.2% at peak. Since nitride is transparent in this wavelength and film quality except

interface roughness should be the same, this is considered to be attributable to the effect of

interface roughness.
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5.5 Data analysis

Table 6.1 is a summary for the PBGs evaluated in the previous sections.

Roughness was obtained by AFM analysis. The scanning size is 1l m2. In table 6.1, "max.

reflectance" denotes the peak reflectance observed by the experimental observation. "Mean

deviation from the theory over stop-band" denotes the average deviation from the theory

around center wavelength. For theoretical reflectance, absorption coefficient of crystalline

silicon was used for that of poly-Si layers.

Table 5.1: Summary of experimental results for VisPBGs. Roughness were obtained from AFM analysis and scanning
range is 1 Pm2. Theoretical maximum reflectance is about 98.6% for all the samples.

It is shown that the roughness and reflectance is strongly related to each other and figure

5.19 is a plot of reflectance for prototypes, 2 and 4, where prototype3 is excluded. It is

shown that the roughness reduction is required to improve the PBG performance. And from

the peak reflectance from protype4 (98.4%), which has the minimum roughness among 1, 2,

and 4, it is concluded that poly-Si is acceptable to obtain as high reflectance as theoretical

performance and it is more important to suppress surface/interface roughness.
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Prototype 1 Prototype2 Prototype3 Prototype4
(poly-Si + thermal (poly-Si + LTO) (SmartCut® SOI) (poly-Si+nitride+

oxide) LTO)
Roughness 17.173nm 3.385nm 0.157nm 2.568nm

(RMS: lm 2)

Max. 96.8 97.3 99.6 98.4
reflectance(%)

Mean deviation 3.607% 2.253% -1.424% 1.604%
from the theory (480-780nm) (440-680nm) (480-800nm) (460-700nm)
over stop-band
(theory-exptl.)
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Figure 5.19: Relationship between surface roughness and PBG performances. It is shown that the roughness is
quite important for higher reflectance.

5.6 The effect of film strain on reflectance improvement

As shown in figure 5.15, prototype3 (SmartCut() SOI PBG) showed higher

reflectance than theory. It is assumed to be attributable to the film strain in silicon layer.

After wafer bonding (step (c) in figure 5.13), high temperature (-11500 C) anneal was

applied to strengthen the bonding strength [70]. Silicon is relaxed at this temperature and

then cooled down to room temperature. Due to the difference of thermal expansion

coefficients between Si and oxide (asi= 2.6 e-6 K' , aox= 0.56 e-6 K')[55], a large amount

of tensile strain is introduced into Si layer. If tensile strain is introduced in Si, then the band

gap determined by light hole band, Eg(lh), will decrease, but heavy hole band, Eg(hh), will

increase. Since Eg(hh) has much higher density of states than Eg(lh), the net effect is a

decrease in absorption as compared with the unstrained case. The background physics is

explained as follows. The bandgap dependence on film strain has been widely studied and I
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employed the method developed by Van de Walle et.al's approach [72]. The detail is

discussed below.

Stress c.:the force applied to the unit space (Pa = N/m 2)

Strain £: the displacement of lattice constant defined as

e = (ast,.s - ao ) / a where ao denotes the lattice constant without strain.

In cases of diamond and zinc blend structures, strain is expressed as follows.

Crx C1 1 C12 C12 0 0

oayy C12 11 l c 2 0 0

az. c12 c12 c11 0 0

x 0 0 0 C44 0

cy, 0 0 0 0 c44

a.zx 0 0 0 0

where cij: elastic constant and x: [100],

when biaxial stress is introduced into [001] surface,

(,.= ayy = ,,

O'= =0

0 e,,

0 eyy

0 e,

0 2e.y

C4 4 2e z

y: [010], Z: [001]

Then

e = e, = e,

e, = e = -(2C,2/c,,)//

If e// > 0, then tensile strain and if e// < 0, then compressive strain.

In the case of silicon, elastic constants are [72]

cii = 167.5 Gpa

cl2 = 65.0 Gpa
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When Bandgaps at F point are expressed as follows. The origin is set at the top of

valence band without strain.

The top of valence band (hh: heavy hole, lh: light hole and so: split-off band)

Ev-hh = -PE - e

Ev-lh =-PE + eA +L A2 +2A. Qe + 9Qe 2

Ev-s =-P + A -(Qe _A1A2 + 2A e + 9Qe2)

Pe =av(e+e,+e)

Qe = - (e + e, - 2e)

where av denotes the deformation potential of valence band to hydrostatic pressure

and b denotes the deformation potential to shear stress.

The bottom of conduction band

Eirdect = Edirect + a drec + (e + e )

a" dret denotes the deformation potential of conduction band to hydrostatic pressure

Then hydrostatic deformation pressure can be obtained by

a = adirect- a

Parameters are obtained from [72]. Units are eV

av = 2.46

a direc' = 1.98

b =-2.35
A =0.04

The bottom of silicon's conduction band which is often referred to as X or A point is

expressed as follows.
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[001] direction

E =i Endiret ndiret [aindirect (2- --2 (1+ A)/3

[100] or [010] direction

Ei ndirect E;ndirect + [aindirect (2- )- A (1+ ,)/31

X= 2c121cll

parameters are obtained from [72]. Units are eV

aindirect = 4.18

.a =9.16

As shown in figure 5.20, the bandgap of heavy hole (Eghh) increases and that of light hole

(Eglh) decreases by introducing in-plane strain. Since the density of states of heavy hole is

much higher than that of light hole as is shown figure 5.20 (left), the effective bandgap

increases and it is expected that the optical absorption decreases.
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It is challenging to obtain quantitative absorption-reduction from this theory, but the

additional experiment was done to confirm this strain effect on reflectance. The sample

used was prototype4 in section 6.4. To introduce film strain into silicon layer, Rapid

thermal annealing was applied to this PBG. The RTP conditions are as follows.

Peak temperature: 1100-1125°C

Duration time: lmin.

Lamp-up rate: 50°C/sec.

Lamp-down rate: 50°C/sec.

Ambient: N2

The system used here was an AG associates model 8108. It is expected that silicon layer is

relaxed at peak temperature at 11000C and no strain is assumed at this point and a film

strain is introduced after rapid cooling sue to the large difference of thermal expansion

coefficients of silicon and oxide. For this RTP process, the nitride cap layer (-150A) was

deposited to avoid surface migration of top silicon layer. This nitride was removed after

RTP using BOE solution. Figure 5.21 shows the reflectance before and after RTP. After

RTP, it is shown that the reflectance is improved especially for shorter wavelength range. It

is considered to be attributable to the absorption reduction by film strain since it can be

assumed that the roughness for both samples (before and after RTP) should be almost the

same. In this case, poly-Si was used instead of crystalline silicon layer, however,

absorption-reduction was clearly observed. This expands the possibility of Si/SiO2 HIC

PBG mirror.
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Figure 5.21: Reflectance change before and after RTP. The reflectance at shorter wavelength is improved without
changing the stop-band width. It is considered to be attributable to the absorption reduction in silicon layer.

5.7 Summary

It has been shown that it is possible to improve the reflectance of Si/SiO2 HIC

PBG mirror for visible light by suppressing the surface/interface roughness and introducing

the film strain by successive heat treatment. However, it is still challenging to achieve as

high reflectance as 97% from 400-700nm. A new approach has to be developed for

practical applications. This VisPBG is applicable not only to visible light reflector but also

to other applications such as microcavity or other optics components for 850nm, which

corresponds to GaAs's band gap, combining with plastic optical fiber (POF) for in-home

applications.
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Chapter 6: IR-PBG for semiconductor saturable absorber

mirror (SESAM)

6.1 Background

Near infrared (NIR) is also an interesting wavelength range for photonic crystal

since it is strongly related to 1.3ptm or 1.55jtm communication range. For example,

commercially used laser mirrors are either based on a metal reflector or a dielectric Bragg

reflector. Metal reflectors reflect light over a very broad range of wavelengths, but their

reflectivity is not very high (e.g. <98%) due to the absorption of the metal. In addition, light

of different wavelengths undergoes different phase shifts when reflected from the metal.

Thus, because of loss and phase shift, these mirrors cannot be used in many laser systems.

Dielectric mirrors, on the other hand, consist of a coating of dielectric layers of different

refractive indices, which is deposited on a glass substrate. At each boundary between two

adjacent layers a small fraction of the light is partially reflected, such that the coherent

superposition of the many partial reflections results in a highly reflecting mirror. This

partial reflection of light at the layer boundaries determines two of the most important

properties of the mirror: reflectivity and bandwidth. These are properties of the material

system and they can only slightly be modified upon selecting the layer thickness. The larger

the contrast of refractive indices at each layer boundary, the larger the partial reflection in

this place becomes, and as a result, the smaller the number of total layers becomes, that is

needed to achieve a certain overall reflectivity. This is shown in Figure 6.1. The commonly

used dielectric material system SiO2/TiO2 (indices n=1.45 and 2.3) has a partial reflectivity

of 5% at each index discontinuity, and 11 layer pairs are needed for a 99.8% high reflector.

In contrast, a mirror fabricated with Si/SiO2 (indices n=3.5 and 1.45) has a three time larger

partial reflection and achieves the same overall reflectivity with only six layer pairs. Even
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more important, it achieves this reflectivity over almost twice the bandwidth. Figure 6.1 is a

comparison of Si/SiO2 6pair-PBG and TiO2/SiO2 1 lpair-PBG The very large bandwidth in

combination with a very high reflectivity and a flat phase response are the key features of

Si/SiO2 based laser mirrors. This combination of the benefits of both silver mirrors and

dielectric mirrors determine the broad range of applications for Si/SiO2 based laser mirrors.

They can be used as extracavity mirrors, replacing silver mirrors, e.g. for combining laser

beams of different wavelength, for broadband applications or for high-energy laser systems.

In addition, they are excellent intracavity mirrors in broadband lasers, where their high

reflectivity and bandwidth are useful. Furthermore, besides the simple high reflectors

discussed so far, a variety of Si/SiO2 based devices will be created which exploit the large

fractional reflection at each layer boundary. Finally, the use of a semiconductor material

such as Silicon allows for the design of active elements such as light modulators, and, in

combination with Germanium, saturable absorbers for femtosecond lasers. The details

about saturable absorber are discussed in later sections.
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Figure 6.1: A comparison of Si/SiO2 6pair-PBG TiO2/SiO2 lpair-PBGC and GaAs/AlAs 22pair-PBG It is shown that
Si/SiO2 PBG has a stop-band twice as wide as TiO2/SiO2 PBG. Reflectance was obtained by theoretical simulation based
on propagation matrices approach.
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6.2 Fabrication of IR-PBG

One of the most important factors for IR-PBG is that the fabrication should be

done using CMOS compatible process for lower production cost and to maintain high

reflectance over the stop-band as high as 99.5% ideally. Different from VisPBG, which is

discussed in chapter 5, the absorption of silicon layer is no more a serious problem [73]. To

achieve precise thickness control and maintain easy processing, LPCVD poly-Si and

thermal oxidation were employed to make high index contrast PBG As is described in

chapter 5, thermal oxidation causes interface roughness since oxidation rate is varied

between grains and grain boundaries [74]. The fabrication is briefly explained in figure 6.2.

_ - [ I ! Z

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 6.2: Schematic of IR-PBG fabrication. LPCVD poly-Si and thermal oxidation are employed for batch process. (a)
Grow thermal oxide, (b) Deposit poly-Si, (c) Partially oxidize poly-Si layer. (d) Repeat step (b) and (c)

(a) Grow thermal oxide by 1100°C wet oxidation using a BTU BDF-4 diffusion tube.

(b) Poly-silicon is deposited by a BTU BDF-4 LPCVD system at 6200 C under 200mTorr

pressure.

(c) Poly-Si is partially oxidized by wet oxidation to form SiO2 .

(d) By repeating poly-Si deposition and thermal oxidation, 6pair-PBGs were fabricated.

Target thickness of poly-Si and oxide are 103nm and 224nm, respectively.
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In this process, wet oxidation temperature was varied from 900°C to 1100°C to evaluate the

effect of oxidation temperature on the surface roughness. Figure 6.3 is the reflectance of

these PBGs with 9000C, 1000°C and 1100°C oxidation temperatures.
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Figure 6.3: The effect of oxidation temperature on reflectance. It is shown that higher oxidation temperature degrades
reflectance especially around short wavelength (1150-1550nm) within the stop-band.

AFM analysis was done for these PBGs. As shown in figure 6.4, the higher oxidation

temperature causes rougher surface. At high temperature, it is expected that oxidation rate

is varied between grains and grain boundaries and grain growth, which causes rough

interface, is enhanced [74]. Hereafter, 900°C wet oxidation process is employed to form

SiO2 layers to minimize interface/surface roughness.
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RMS (lpm2)=13.994nm RMS (l pm2)=12.191nm

Figure 6.4: AFM images of PBGs made with various wet oxidation temperatures. It is shown that the surface is roughened
as temperature goes up.

6.3 Bonded and Etched-back PBG (BE-PBG)

It is easily expected that the surface roughness increases gradually with each

deposited layer pair. To solve this fundamental problem, the new process is proposed,

which is described in figure 6.5. The PBG mirror is flipped upside down such that the

layers with the lowest surface roughness are topmost, while those of lower quality are close

to the bottom of the Bragg mirror where the field intensity is lowest (figure 6.6). Since the

film quality for each poly-Si layer or each oxide layer should be identical, the effect of the

top surface roughness can be evaluated. The lower interface of the first poly-Si layer (the

bottom-most poly-Si as deposited.) is similarly formed by thermal oxidation of crystalline

silicon during the formation of the first low-index layer of the Bragg mirror in our

fabrication process (figure 6.5a). Thus, all interfaces exposed to high field intensities are of

highest quality, leading to a minimum of scattering loss. Since the topmost layer is exposed

to the highest intensity of the light over the stop-band, its roughness has to be minimized

for better performance.
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(h)

Figure 6.5: Schematic of the fabrication of a Bonded and Etched-back (BE) PBG.

(a): Fabricate normal 6pair-PBG using the same procedure as in section.6.2. Apply Chemo

mechanical polishing (CMP) to planarize the bonding surface. CMP is done by

Strasbaugh Harmony 6EG. Polishing conditions are as follows. Quill speed = 40rpm,

Table speed = 25rpm, Down force = 3.0psi, Back pressure = 2.0psi and Slurry amount
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= 150ml/min.

(b): A PBG wafer is bonded with a base wafer using Electronic Vision model 620. The

bonded wafers are annealed at 1050°C for 2hours to strengthen the bonding energy

[70]. Then the bonding quality is inspected by IR camera. Figure 6.7 is an example for

three different bonded wafers.

(c): Si-rich low-stress nitride is deposited using LPCVD process by SVG/Thermco 7000

vertical thermal reactor (VTR). The reaction gases are SiH2Cl2 (DCS) 250sccm and

NH3 25sccm. The pressure and deposition temperature are 250mTorr and 775°C,

respectively. This nitride is used as a KOH etching mask in step (f).

(d): Nitride on the backside (Si substrate side) is removed by CMP. The polishing

conditions are the same as step (a) except the down force at 7.0psi.

(e): The bonded wafer is flipped.

(f): Si substrate is etched with 10% wt KOH solution at 70C. The etch rate is approximately

0.6-0.71.m/min.

(g): The wafer is cleaned by Piranha solution (50% H2SO 4 : 30% H20 2 = 4: 1).

(h): Buffered oxide (BOE) is applied to remove oxide on top layer. The fabricated PBG

wafer is called "Bonded and Etched-back PBG (BE-PBG)"

Then reflectance was measured using Varian® Cary 5E photospectrometer. Figure 6.8

shows the comparison between as-deposited PBG and BE-PBG. It is shown that the

reflectance of BE-PBG is improved significantly. Figure 6.9 is a set of AFM images of

as-deposited and BE-PBG wafers. The roughness was suppressed from 10.938nm(/gm2 ) to

0.782nm(/gm2) by a factor of 14.
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Figure 6.6: Field intensity of 6pair-PBG at center wavelength 1.4gim. The most of the filed is located in the first pair.

Successfiil bonding Partially bonded

Figure 6.7: IR images of bonded wafers. (left): two wafers are nicely bonded. (middle):
edge part is bonded but bonding quality is not so good as left example. (right): Bonding
rough surface. Wafers are delaminated and re-polished and bonded again.

Unsuccessfiul

Central part is not bonded and
is unsuccessful. This is due to

From figure 6.8, it is confirmed that high reflectance (99.5%) was achieved over 700nm in

the stop-band.
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Figure 6.8: Reflectance of as-deposited and BE-PBGs. Reflectance is improved by
especially for the shorter wavelength in the stop-band.

900C

bonded and etched-back process

BE-PBG

RMS (lunm2)=10.938nni RMS (l um2)--0.782nm

Figure 6.9: AFM images of as-deposited and BE-PBGs. The surface roughness is minimized by a factor of 14.
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6.4 CMOS-compatible semiconductor saturable absorber (SESAM)

So far I have discussed IR-PBG mirror as a passive optical mirror. However, this

PBG is also applicable to other active optical devices such as saturable absorber.

Semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs) or saturable bragg reflectors (SBR)

have been extensively used for passive modelocking of solid state lasers over the last

decade [75-80]. However, deployment of such lasers in the optical telecommunications

market has not happened so far even though mode-locked lasers with 3ps pulse-widths at

the communications wavelength of 1.55 gtm and with repetition rates of up to 10 GHz [81]

have been demonstrated. This is due to a number of reasons: First of all, lasers modelocked

with a SESAM tend to Q-switch if the saturable absorber relaxes faster than the gain

medium in the absence of additional stabilizing mechanisms in the laser cavity. This

problem is especially pronounced in lasers with high repetition rates that are of interest for

the telecom industry. Second, the lifetime of the saturable absorber is drastically shortened

due to a heavy thermal load if pulses of high fluence are incident on the SESAM, a

technique frequently applied to prevent Q-switching. Finally, SESAMs have been grown

out of III-V materials such as GaAs, AlAs, InP or compound semiconductors that are fairly

expensive, and that are incompatible with future generations of integrated silicon

optoelectronic devices. To overcome these obstacles, and to produce ultra-broadband

SESAMs at the telecom wavelength, the application of the IR PBG, which has been studied

in the previous sections, to SESAMs in the Silicon / SiO2 / Germanium material system

(Figure 6.10) was carried out. The high index contrast PBG has been achieved and with a

record 98% bandwidth of over 700nm with a peak reflectivity of 99.8% with only six layer

pairs (figure 6.8). In contrast, conventional SESAMs made of the common III-V materials

GaAs and AlAs require 22 layer pairs to achieve the same peak reflectivity, but provide

only 90nm of usable bandwidth (figure 6.1). On top of the Si/SiO2 Bragg mirror a
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Germanium layer is embedded in a Silicon layer of 3/4k optical thickness as shown in

figure 6.10. The germanium layer has a dual functionality: It provides the desired amount

of saturable absorption to modelock the laser and in addition, the strong amount of

two-photon absorption (TPA) in this layer can be employed to stabilize high repetition rate

lasers against Q-switching [82-87]. As can be observed in figure 6.10, the germanium

absorber layer is located in a peak of the standing wave pattern of the electric field to

maximize absorption, while the field decays rapidly upon further penetration in the mirror

and barely reaches the lower part of the mirror structure.

4

c 3
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Figure 6.10: Refractive index profile and standing wave pattern of the SESAM. The fields decays rapidly in the 6-pair
Si/SiO2 mirror due to the large index contrast. All interfaces of exposed to high field intensities are created by thermal
oxidation, reducing scattering loss. The Bragg mirror is terminated with an SOI layer that allows for subsequent growth of
crystalline Germanium. Figure courtesy: F. J. Grawert.
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6.5 Fabrication of SESAM

The same process as BE-PBG was applied to fabricate SESAM. The only

difference from BE-PBG is the fact that the starting material is Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI)

wafer. Figure 6.11 is a schematic of the fabrication of a bonded and etched-back-SOIPBG

(Hereafter, BE-SOI-PBG).

U U

(a)

a SOI layer

BOX layer

(b) (c)

i

(d) (e) (I)

(g) (f)

Figure 6.11: Schematic of fabrication of BE-SOI-PBG.
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By employing this process, better surface roughness can be expected since crystalline

silicon (SOI layer) can be placed on top. Even more important, germanium can be

epitaxially grown on this crystalline silicon while achieving high reflectance over the

stop-band as shown in the previous section. Figure 6.12 is the AFM image of this

BE-SOI-PBG. As shown in Figure 6.12, the surface shows the lowest RMS among PBGs

discussed so far. Table 6.1 shows surface roughness and mean reflectance over the

stop-band. It is shown that reflectance is improved by suppressing surface roughness.

.b46-'a Xm |

RMS (1 n2)=O. 136nm

Figure 6.12: AFM image of BE-SOI-PBQG The surface roughness is as low as RMS 0. 136nm(/1 m2)

1100C wet 1000C wet 900C BE-PBG BE-SOI-PBG
as-deposited as-deposited as-deposited as-deposited

Roughness 13.994 12.191 10.938 0.782 0.136
RMS(/Lpm2)

Mean reflectance (%) 98.787 99.135 99.500 99.779 99.896
over the stop-band

(1250-1900nm)

Table 6.1: Roughness and mean reflectance over the stop-band for PBGs discussed so far.
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6.6 Germanium epitaxial growth

The next step is to grow germanium layer on crystalline silicon layer (SOI layer),

which functions as an absorption layer. Germanium and silicon have 4% mismatch to each

other and direct epitaxial growth of germanium on silicon has been considered to cause

island structures and generate threading dislocations in epitaxial germanium film [88]. For

our purpose, the new approach has been developed based on the technique proposed by

Luan et al. [88]. The basic structure is explained in Figure 6.13. Germanium is placed on

SOI top layer and thin oxide is deposited on germanium as a passivation layer on which

poly-Si is deposited. Germanium, oxide and poly-Si are placed so that the peak of field

intensity resides in germanium layer.

po,

/_71

e~n::1-

+..

-

,_· t~

Jly-Si

lir

Top

Figure 6.13: Standing wave pattern of saturable absorber. Design is optimized so that the peak field intensity resides in Ge
absorption layer.
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The passivation of germanium film by thin oxide has been proposed by Cannon et al [89].

The detailed design was optimized using OptilayerTM. The optimized thickness for layers

are 196nm, 30nm, 40nm and 70nm for SOI layer, oxide, germanium and poly-Si,

respectively. The fabrication process is outlined in figure 6.14. All steps are

CMOS-compatible and batch-process, which brings much lower fabrication cost as

compared to conventional III-V based technology.

S I layer

(a)

If

Ge epiI LTO

(b) (c)

(d)

Figure 6.14: Schematic of fabrication of saturable absorber based on Si/SiO2 PBG;

(a): BE-SOI-PBG is cleaned using piranha solution (50% H2 S04 : 30% H202 = 4: 1) then

dipped in 2% HF solution to make the surface hydrogen-terminated.

(b): Germanium is epitaxially grown at ultra high vacuum condition (-10 -9 Torr) at 350°C

to avoid islanding of germanium film on Si surface [88]. GeH 4 gas is used as

germanium source.

(c): After modified RCA cleaning [89], CVD low temperature oxide (LTO) is deposited at
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400°C. The sequence of modified RCA is described below. Normal RCA process is

known to etch Ge layer [90].

1. NH4 0H: H20 = 1: 4 (tank 1) for 5 min. to etch native oxide

2. rinse (rinser 1)

3. H20 2 30 sec. to grow about 20A of GeO2 (tank 1)

4. rinse (rinser 1)

5. HF 30 sec.

6. rinse (rinser 1)

7. H2 02 30 sec. (tank 2)

8. rinse (rinser 1)

9. HCl: H20 1: 4 30 sec. (tank 2)

10. rinse (rinser 2)

11. spin-dry

(d): Poly-Si is deposited at 625°C. Obtained thickness for each film are 323A, -420A and

699A for LTO, germanium and poly-Si, respectively. The thickness of poly-Si and

LTO were obtained by KLA tencor UV1280 Prometrix thin film thickness

measurement system.

X-ray diffraction was employed to analyze the crystallinity of the epitaxially

grown germanium film. Rigaku 250mm high resolution Gragg Brettano diffractometer was

used with Cu target. Figure 6.15 shows the X-ray diffraction peak from as-grown

germanium. A single peak fitting approach was employed, where

Raw intensity = baseline + Kal Gaussian (peak ht. and width) + Ka 2 Gaussian (peak ht. and width).

It is shown that this germanium film is crystalline and compressively strained as much as

-0.24%. Thickness was determined to be 420:20A from FWHM of the peak.
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Figure 6.15: X-ray diffraction peak from (100) germanium epitaxially grown at 3500C directly on silicon. It is shown
germanium is crystalline even at low growth temperature. The film is compressively strained as much as -0.236%.
Measurement courtesy: J. Liu.

A double side polished (DSP) wafer was also put in the process in addition to SOI-PBG to

evaluate germanium's optical properties with this layer configuration (poly-Si on LTO on

Ge). The evaluation was done using Variang Cary 5E by checking the reflectance and

transmittance for a pure DSP wafer and a poly-Si/LTO/Ge on DSP wafer. Germanium's

absorption was obtained by the following procedures.

RI: = Reflectance of DSP wafer

T: = Transmittance of DSP wafer

Then absorption of DSP substrate was obtained from:

AbsDsp: = 100-R1-T1

R2: = Reflectance of poly-Si/LTO/Ge on DSP wafer

T2: = Transmittance of poly-Si/LTO/Ge on DSP wafer

Then absorption from poly-Si/LTO/Ge layers was obtained from

AbsGe: = 100-R2-T2-AbsDsP.
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Figure 6.15 is an absorption profile from poly-Si/LTO/Ge layers. Absorption is observed

below 1700nm, which corresponds to germanium's bandgap (Egr = 0.8eV)
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Figure 6.16: Absorption in poly-Si/LTO/Ge layers. Absorption is observed below 1600nm, which corresponds to
gemanium's bandgap.

ii on DSP

loamn

RMS = O.
Ra = 0.28;

Figure 6.17: AFM image of 20nm Ge on DSP wafer. It is shown that no islanding occurred due to lattice mismatch. It is
expected that Ge is amorphous as deposited. No islanding is observed.
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I- Poly-Si/SiO2/Ge
~'- SOI layer

(Crystalline Si)

500nm

Figure 6.18: Cross sectional TEM image of SESAM. It is shown that roughness is suppressed at the interface between top
poly-Si and SiO2 layers. Courtesy of Dr. T. Abe at Shin-Etsu Handotai. Co., Ltd.

Figure 6.16 is an AFM image for Ge as-grown wafer. Island structures are not observed.

Figure 6.17 is a cross sectional TEM image for a fabricated saturable absorber. It is shown

that interface roughness is suppressed at the top interface between poly-Si and SiO2 layers

and crystalline silicon is on top of PBG structure.

6.7 Evaluation of Si/Ge SESAM (or Si/Ge SBR)

Since desirable germanium absorption is observed in figure 6.15, the evaluation of

PBG-based germanium saturable absorber is discussed hereafter. The germanium absorber

layer has a dual functionality: On the one hand, it provides the desired amount of saturable

absorption for modelocking the laser: A pulse can saturate and thus reduce the absorption in
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this layer, while cw-light undergoes a higher loss. This shifts the equilibrium in the laser

toward pulsed operation. On the other hand, the large amount of two-photon absorption

(TPA) in this layer can be employed to stabilize high repetition rate lasers against

Q-switching [82-87]. Lasers modelocked with a saturable Bragg reflector (SBR) become

unstable if the saturable absorber relaxes faster than the gain medium. Since all gain media

available for 1550nm lasers have long upper state lifetimes, Q-switching has prevented

successful modelocking of very high repetition rate lasers until recently and constitutes a

major obstacle to higher monolithic integration of modelocked lasers. However, stable

modelocking can be obtained in a high repetition rate laser if TPA is added for stabilization:

For very high fluence values, during a Q-switch cycle, TPA in this layer leads to additional

loss (inverse saturable absorption) that eventually restores equilibrium. To date, thick TPA

layers out of III-V semiconductor material are employed, causing a significant reduction of

the optical bandwidth. Alternatively, the SBR is driven with a high fluence leading to heavy

thermal loading and a limited device lifetime. Our design addresses both problems since

TPA is significantly larger in germanium than in conventional III-V based SBRs (PGe,

155 0nm=300cm/GW, PGaAs, 1550nm=60cm/GW) [92-93]. Consequently, stabilization of the laser

against Q-switching can be achieved at much lower fluences. While we employ the

saturable and inverse saturable absorption of the germanium absorber for laser

modelocking and stabilization, in future waveguide devices it paves the way to a variety of

nonlinear devices, from optical limiters to nonlinear optical gates.

The Si/Ge-SBR allowed us to obtain the shortest pulse and the broadest spectrum

from a bulk modelocked erbium-ytterbium glass laser to date [94]. The phosphate glass

Kigre QX/Er co-doped with 7.3e19 Er-ions/cm3 and 1.8e21 Yb-ions/cm3 serves as gain

medium. It is flat-Brewster polished, coated with a 99.8% high reflector and placed at one
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end of the cavity (figure 6.18). The laser, built as an L-cavity, is pumped with a Bookham

G07 fiber-coupled 450 mW pump diode, temperature-tuned to 976nm. An anamorphic

prism pair provides for the ellipticity of the pump mode in the gain medium (26x40um). Its

shape matches the laser mode, which is slightly larger (30x45gm) to obtain small

reabsorption losses in the wings and to avoid lasing in higher-order modes. The

flat-Brewster cut of the erbium-ytterbium glass permits to vary the insertion of the gain

medium. The optimum length of 2mm was used throughout the experiment, yielding an

output power of 90 mW and a slope efficiency of 25% when the Si/Ge-SBR and its

focussing mirror were replaced with a 2% output coupler. When the SBR forms a cavity

end-mirror during modelocking, the 99.8% high reflector deposited on the gain medium

acts as an output coupler. Thus, with 99.95% reflecting curved mirrors and the 99.8%

reflecting Si/Ge-SBR, the intracavity losses are minimized, and a high intracavity power of

8.7 W is obtained from only 360 mW absorbed pump power. In modelocked state, the laser

is pumped 15 times over the threshold of about 25mW. The small amount of intracavity loss

results in a highly saturated gain and in a low inversion of the gain medium, which leads to

a flat net gain profile. Obtaining a flat gain profile via low inversion is essential for

obtaining broad optical spectra in the erbium-ytterbium glass three-level system. Here,

unlike four-level systems, the net gain profile depends on the balance of emission and

absorption at the laser wavelength and thus varies significantly with the inversion. The low

inversion plays the key role for a broad optical spectrum and a short pulse.

We obtaind an optical spectrum of 11.2nm FWHM bandwidth, covering the entire

C-band of optical communications at +tlOdB level (figure 6.20). After dechirping the pulses

extracavity with 1.0m SMF an intensity autocorrelation with 300fs FWHM is measured.

Phase retrieval with the Picaso algorithm reveals a pulse width of 216fs, which is to within

10% of the transform limit of the optical spectrum. To our knowledge, this is the shortest
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pulse generated in a bulk erbium-ytterbium glass laser in general [94-95], and by far the

shortest pulse from this class of laser obtained solely from modelocking it with an SBR

[95]. The laser is operated at 169MHz repetition rate with a clean RF spectrum and a noise

floor more than 70dB below the signal level. At no level of pump power, Q-switching was

observed despite the long upper-state lifetime and the small emission cross section of the

gain medium. We attribute the high stability against Q-switching to the large amount TPA

in the Si/Ge-SBR. This stability manifests itself also in a small number of relaxation

oscillations when the laser is chopped intracavity. By simultaneously measuring output

power and the second harmonic intensity of the output beam focused tightly on a silicon

photodiode, the modelocking buildup time could be measured to be as short as 65us,

corresponding to only 11,000 cavity round trips. To summarize, we have obtained the

shortest pulse to date from an erbium-ytterbium glass laser modelocked with a novel

Si/Ge-SBR.

1550nm pulsed
light

Fiber Pump Erbium-Ytterbium
'0 ~ ylFlimatr lenp glass980nm pumjI

980nm pumr
diode

ROC

im

SIIGe-SBR

Figure 6.19: The experimental set-up for Erbium-Yitterbium glass laser. Figure courtesy: F. J. Grawert.
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Figure 6.20: Pump-probe traces of the Si/Ge-SBR taken at various fluence values along with the cross correlation of the
pump probe laser source. Courtesy ofF. J. Grawert.
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Figure 6.21: Optical spectrum of the Er-Yb:glass laser modelocked with the Si/Ge-SBR on linear and logarithmic scale.
Width of the C-band of optical communications (shaded). b, RF-spectrum of the laser and autocorrelation (inset).
Courtesy of F. J. Grawert.
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6.8 Summary

In conclusion, we have developed a fully CMOS-compatible process for

fabrication of a silicon/germanium SESAM or SBR, whose nonlinear response has been

characterized by pump probe measurements. Our Si/Ge SESAM/SBR showed the shortest

pulse generated in a bulk erbium-ytterbium glass. The device has been exploited to attain

self-starting operation of a passively modelocked Erbium-Ytterbium:glass laser with an

optical spectrum covering the entire C-band of optical communications. We believe that

this Si/Ge SESAM/SBR will contribute to the optical communication world by realizing

the better performance which has not been achieved by conventional III-V SESAM/SBRs.
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Chapter 7: PBG filter for TPV application

7.1 Introduction

This chapter features another PBG application for thermo photovoltaic (TPV)

device. PBG is used as a wavelength filter, which is designed to reflect long wavelength

( > g), which cannot be incorporated to PV cell due to semiconductor's bandgap

limitation. TPV is used for a portable electric power such as automobiles, which will

experience the new 42V standard instead of conventional 12V standard in the near future

[96], or other portable electric generators. It is also useful for cogeneration of

electricity/heat or industrial waste heat recapture such as in glass or metals industries [97].

TPV is a static energy converter, which convert thermal radiation from a high temperature

heat source to electricity by means of photovoltaic (PV) cell. The differences from a solar

cell are that a TPV cell is placed closer to a heat source and the source temperature is much

lower, which ranges from 1000 to 1800K whereas that of the sun is approximately 4700K.

To work with low temperature heat source, it is necessary to use low bandgap

semiconductors such as GaSb (0.73eV:direct), InGaAs (0.36-1.44eV:direct), InGaAsSb

(0.36-0.73eV:direct) or Ge (0.66eV:indirect) to achieve acceptable system efficiency and

power density. However, the advantage over solar cell is that the close proximity to a heat

source and PV cell leads to larger incident radiation flux density. Close proximity of

emitter and PV cell allows energy recycling which leads to the improvement of system

efficiency. If a photon has smaller energy ( > g) than the PV semiconductor's bandgap,

then it can be reflected back to the heat source (emitter) while incorporating a photon with

higher energy ( < Xg) than the bandgap, the system efficiency and power density can be

significantly improved [97]. In this section, one-dimensional PBG as wavelength filter,
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which is placed directly on PV cell to improve the system efficiency and power density, is

proposed and. For this application, high index contrast (HIC) PBG is also suitable since the

stop-band width depends on index contrast. One dimensional PBG has been widely studied

in recent years for the purpose of TPV application. However, materials used in these studies

are lower index contrast materials such as ZnS (n=2.4) and MgF2 (n=1.4), which require 70

layers or more to achieve high reflectance while opposing narrow stop-band [97]. In this

chapter, optical characteristics of one dimensional PBG in infrared range is mainly studied

by exploring both pass-band and stop-band characteristics. To achieve wider stop-band,

Si/SiO 2 are employed as HIC materials. The final goal is to construct HIC PBG, which has

the following characteristics.

1. Low process temperature (-7000 C) so that PBG filter can be placed directly on PV

cell since melting points of Ge and GaSb are 936°C and 7120C, respectively.

2. CMOS-compatible for mass production and cheaper production cost.

3. High reflectance over stop-band and high transmittance over pass-band to
maximize the system efficiency.

7.2 Prior arts

In general, thermo photovoltaic system consists of two major components. Emitter

and the PV cell (diode). This section focuses on the one-dimensional photonic crystal

wavelength filter, which is placed between emitter and PV cell to improve the efficiency.

Figure 7.1 depicts the brief structure of TPV system.

Blackbody radiation from the heat source (emitter) can be expresses as:

2. hc2
E =

,5(ep( )hc)1 )

where E is energy density (W/m2/m), h, c, k and T are Planck constant, speed of light,
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Boltzmann constant and temperature (K), respectively.
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Figure 7.1: Basic scheme of TPV system. This research focuses on the filter performance to improve the total efficiency.
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Figure 7.2: (Left): Three dimensional plot of blackbody radiation. As temperature goes up, the peak intensity rises and the
peak wavelength shifts to shorter wavelength. (Right): Blackbody radiations from 1250, 1500 and 1750K heat sources.
The most of the radiated light is not converted especially at lower temperature.

It is shown in figure 7.2 (right) that the most of the radiated light is not converted due to

semiconductor's bandgap limitation. In the case of GaSb cell, 20.6% of the radiated light is

incorporated and in the case of Ge cell, only 11.3% is incorporated even at 1500K. These

values drop as heat source temperature goes down. Therefore, it is necessary to utilize this

unconverted radiation to improve the system efficiency. As a concrete example, it is

required to place an optical filter between the emitter and the cell to reflect back radiation
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with long wavelength ( > g) to the emitter to "recycle photons" to improve system

efficiency. For filter applications, various filters have been proposed so far such as plasma

filter, back surface reflector, and dielectric stacks. The properties of those filters are

discussed below.

A. Plasma filter

Plasma filter has been proposed by Coutts et al.[98] as a TPV filter which reflects

back long wavelength which does not contribute to the electricity generation. A Plasma

filter utilizes plasma resonance with light, which is expresses by the following equation.

ne2
=

m

where op , m* , n and e are the plasma frequency of semiconductor, an effective mass,

electron concentration and electron charge, respectively. The response of the light is as

below.

When co < op,, charge moves faster than light, then light is reflected.

When co matches plasma frequency op,, light is absorbed by resonance.

When co > cop, charge can not respond to light, then light is transmitted.

Figure 7.3 shows light response depending on the wavelength [98]. From figure 7.3, it is

shown that high dopant concentration and high mobility are required to achieve high

reflectance and low absorbance. Therefore, CMOS-compatible semiconductors, such as

silicon or Ge is not suitable for this filter due to their acceptable dopant concentration and

electron mobility (n(Si)<150, pn(Ge)<900cm2 /V-sec. when ND=1019/cm3 [97]). As a

conclusion, it is challenging to integrate this type of filter with TPV cell.
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Figure 7.3: Theoretical calculations for plasma filter. Reflectance (left) and absorbance (right) of light depending on
wavelength [98]. it is shown that high pL and high doping level are required. 1021 cm 3 for electron concentration and
I 000cm2/Vs for mobility are required for sharp edge and low loss, respectively.

B. Back surface reflector

A highly reflective backside reflector is placed on the backside of PV cell to

reflect the incident light where noble metals such as Au or Ag is used since they have very

short plasma frequency which leads to the high reflectance for all of infrared light. Figure

7.4 shows the reflectance of the back surface reflector which is made of InP/MgF 2/Ti/Au

[100].

wavlsfgth (im)

Figure 7.4: Reflectance from Inri/vlgr2/L IAU oacKsiae reflector [100]. This type of reflector shows high reflectance for
all of infrared.

However, the semiconductor substrate has to be un-doped to avoid free carrier absorption

and the integration with semiconductor PV cell poses significant challenge to minimize
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metal contamination from the metal reflector. In addition, series resistance is usually too

high unless it has top contacts only [100]. Therefore, the integration of this type of reflector

requires un-doped substrate while incorporating metal film beneath the semiconductor cell

and also needs advanced top contact designs to suppress top contact series resistance. It can

be concluded this type of reflector is not suitable for our purpose.

C. Dielectric stack

A dielectric stack has been proposed for wavelength filter [97]. The dielectric

stack is designed so that it can be directly deposited on PV cell. Since high temperature

process cannot be employed due to low thermal budget of PV cell, physical vapor

deposition (PVD) technique such as sputtering is often used to deposit dielectric stack

directly on PV cell. Coutts et al. proposed ZnS (n=2.4)/MgF2 (n= 1.4) dielectric stack which

is directly sputtered on PV cell. Transmittance is shown in figure 7.5. However, it is

required to deposit more than 70 layers to achieve high reflectance over the stop-band and

wide stop-band. Therefore, it is concluded that this is not practical approach as wavelength

filter for TPV application.

Iu

go

70a

20

10

o
1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 0

Figure 7.5: Transmittance spectrum for ZnS/MgF2 dielectric spectrum [97]. The stop-band ranges from 2.6 to 3.2[tm.
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As a conclusion of prior arts, it seems that there is no ideal wavelength filter, which can be

integrated with PV cell using conventional approaches. In this chapter, the combination of

high index contrast (HIC) PBG stack as a wavelength filter and Ge PV cell is proposed.

Since Ge has higher melting point (938 o C) as compared to other small-bandgap

semiconductors, direct deposition on PV cell using conventional CMOS techniques can be

employed.

7.3 TPV system modeling

As is shown in figure 7.1, TPV consists of three components, the emitter, the filter

and PV cell (diode). The emitter is a blackbody source with refractive index nBB and it is

assumed that the diode is made of Ge whose refractive index and electronic bandgap are 4.0

and 0.8eV, respectively. The role of PBG stack directly deposited on PV cell is to

incorporate all the photons with energies above Eg to the diode and reflect back all the

photons with energies below Eg while minimizing absorption by PBG filter itself.

When the emitter is a blackbody with temperature TBB, the amount of the power

radiated to the diode can be obtained using the thermodynamic model as [101-103],

( kTBB

00djj np2W2 T 13 (o, )cosOsinOdOdco

f0 °~f0°s2 21010 flPV T3 1(e 2 ) )CO esin ded -" (2"r)2 C2 eL- ( 9io eV )_ -(1)

where c is the speed of light, h is Planck constant, k is Boltzmann constant, Tpv is the diode

temperature, nBB and npv are the blackbody temperature and diode refractive indices,

respectively. T/3(W, 9) is the sum of TE and TM mode transmittance from blackbody to
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diode, T31(, 9) is the sum of TE and TM mode transmittances from diode to blackbody, 0

is the incident angle of radiation from blackbody source, 01 =arcsin(npv/nBB) for npv < nBB

and 01 = Wd2 otherwise, 3 = arcsin(nB/npJ) for npv>nBB and 03= d2 otherwise. The first

term in the above equation represents the total power transferred from the blackbody to the

diode and second term represents the power reflected back from the diode to the emitter.

The equation can be also expressed as:

Prad

-o

IO0 n 2B nVn 

T31(2 z) C 2 expA k V - 1

(O co -eV)

T13 ()do

(o) )dco

-(2)

where

T13 () =J {T13 E (co, ) +T 3TM(co, ) }cos sin do
-(3)

TJ3TE and T13TM are TE and TM mode transmittances, respectively. These are the functions

of the frequency , incident angle , and the gap length Lo. The above equation is

interpreted as the mean transmittance from the diode to the emitter. Accordingly, the total

electrical power generated in the photodiode is calculated as follows:

FBB 2

PPv = eV{ J® nB2
ag ( 2 ~r) 2c

1 J nIjv) 2

exp- kTB 1 2

ex - 1TB 

1

(exp w -eV 
kTBB -1

Efficiency is obtained using these equations as:
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1TPV(TBB TI V)- PPV(TBB, gI Tpz V)
Prad(TBB Wgr TPV V) (5)

From the above equation, it is obvious that the system's power density and efficiency

depends on T13 and that the system performance can be improved by optimizing T3. In

this chapter I characterize the PBG performance not only with reflectance but also with

diode power density and diode efficiency which is expressed in equation (5). Additionally,

the spectral efficiency, which is used to evaluate a figure of merit for PBG filter

performance, is expressed as [101-103]:

%" n2eo 22

( kT- )OJ9w nB) / 1 ()do17spectral (BBS f 0) TPV)= { 2 2 k

(2')2C2 ex p c -

" ( kTBBJ -(6)

where R 3(CO) is the mean reflectance of the PBG filter defined similarly as is Eq.(3). The

spectral efficiency, as is defined in Eq.(6), gives the ratio of the above bandgap transmitted

power to the total emitted power that reaches the diode-filter system. Ideal properties of

PBG filter are:

T13 = lfor >cOgap

T 3 = 0 for co < gap (7)

In this case, the spectral efficiency of PBG filter would be 1. The PBG filter is placed to

maximize the TPV system efficiency.
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7.4 PBG filter designing and fabrication

The basic principle of photonic crystal is explained in the precious chapters. Basic

strategy is just to stack ,/(4nL or H) thick layers alternatively. Silicon and SiO2 are chosen as

high index contrast material. Due to the huge index difference (An=2.0), wide stop-band

and high reflectance can be expected. Central wavelength () is set at 2.0gm and the target

thickness of silicon and SiO2 are 170nm and 340nm, respectively. One of the most

important process parameters is process temperature. This PBG filter is designed to be

deposited directly on PV cell, therefore, the process temperature is minimized while

maintaining high film quality and CMOS compatibility. For GaSb or Ge PV cell, the

maximum process temperature has to be suppressed below 650°C and 7500 C, respectively

not to disturb the dopant distribution and to avoid device degradation [97]. The process

described in figure 7.6 is proposed to achieve high PBG performance and maintain CMOS

batch process.

(a) () (c) (d) (d)

Figure 7.6: Process scheme for TPV PBG filter (not to scale). All steps are done using conventional CMOS processes.
Films are deposited on both sides of the wafer actually.

(a): Deposit LPCVD low-temperature-oxide (LTO) at 400C under 200mTorr using SiH4 xx

sccm and 02 xx sccm as reaction gases. LTO is not SiO 2 in terms of stoichiometry and is

oxygen-rich oxide as deposited.
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(b): LTO is consolidated by 650C N2 annealing for 3hours. This time, the LTO layer

shrinks due to oxygen out-diffusion. Silicon layer beneath LTO is slightly oxidized by

excess oxygen in LTO.

(c): Poly-Si is deposited at 625C under 200m Torr using SiH4 xx sccm as a reaction gas.

(d): Repeat steps (a)-(c).

The deposition rates for poly-Si and LTO are approximately 98A/min. and 58A/min.,

respectively.

Figure 7.7 is a cross sectional TEM picture for 5pair-PBG. It can be seen that

fabrication was done as expected and flat and uniform layers are achieved. Figure 7.8 is the

experimental reflectance results for 3, 4 and 5pair-PBGs. For absolute reflectance

measurement, Varian Cary-5E was used. From figure 7.8, it is shown that even with 3pairs,

high reflectance as much as 98.5% is realized due to high index difference between Si and

SiO2 .

500nm

Figure 7.7: Cross sectional TEM picture for 5pair-PBG.(Courtesy of Dr. T.Abe at Shin-Etsu Handotao Co.,Ltd.)
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Figure 7.9: A Comparison between theoretical and experimental reflectance. (Left): Pass-band and stop-band and (right):
Pass-band. It is shown that both theoretical and experimental reflectance fairly matches each other.
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Figure 7.9 is a comparison between theoretical and experimental reflectance. It is shown

the experimental reflectance qualitatively matches theoretical one. For theoretical

reflectance simulation, the propagation matrix approach was employed, which is described

in chapter 4.

7.5 Anti-reflection coating (ARC) for pass-band

As is shown in figure 7.9 (right), there are several photonic states over the

pass-band, which ranges from 1000nm to 1700nm. These photonic states degrades the

system efficiency as shown in equations (6) and (7) since the system efficiency depends on

T13 in equation (7) which has to be 1 ideally. In the above case, light transmission over the

pass-band (1000-1750nm) is 70.51%. To understand what is happening inside PBG stack at

these wavelengths, theoretical analysis was carried out. Figure 7.10 is a theoretical

reflectivity of Spair-Si/SiO2 PBG whose center wavelength is 2.1 gm.

Photonic
7 state 1

I~ ~~~~~~~f - ______, .__, __,_ _ ._ ,._1

0.9

0.8

0.7
*· 0.6

o 0.5

i 0.404
0.3

0.2
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.1 V& Stop-band . I

ttI I

U.o
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Figure 7.10: Theoretical reflectivity of 5pair-Si/SiO2 PBG. (Left): Pass-band and stop-band and (right): pass-band where
seven photonic states exist.
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Figure 7.11: Filed intensity distribution inside PBG layers with state 4(left: ,=1 .004mm) and state 3(right: k=1. Imm). It is
shown that standing waves are formed with Xc/2 period in both cases.

Figure 7.11 shows that how the standing waves are formed inside PBG layers at photonic

states 3 and 4 as examples. For both states, standing waves have the period of Xc/2. For

other states, similar standing waves are observed. Therefore, it is expected to be effective to

put anti-reflection coating (ARC) centered on pass-band according to the following

equations.

Anti reflection coat (ARC)

(A 2 ) / 4 = c/l 8 thick ARC layer on top with

nARC = 4 np (si)X nair to satisfy impedance matching condition

In this case, nARC = 1.87. Figure 7.12 is the theoretical calculation results for reflectance

with ARC. As shown in figure 7.12, the light transmittance over the pass-band is improved
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from 76% to 89%.
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Figure 7.12: Theoretical simulation results for PBG with and without
pass-band is improved by adding ARC on top.

wlo ARC SiO2 ARC SiON ARC

ARCs. It is shown that transmission over the

7.6 ARC fabrication and evaluation

For SiO2 ARC, densified LTO was used as in PBG fabrication process. For SiON

ARC, PECVD technique was employed. Applied Materials high density (HD) PECVD

system Centura was used. To obtain nARc=l.8 7, SiH4 221sccm, N20 44sccm and N2

4200sccm were used as precursors. The RF source power was 575. The deposition rate is

5340A/sec. The obtained thickness and refractive index at 633nm are 0.188tm and 1.867,

respectively. The refractive index is expected to be 1.864 at 2.1 ,m. TEM pictures for PBG

with SiO2 ARC and SiON ARC are shown in figure 7.14. It is shown in figure 7.14 that

both ARCs are on top of PBG. For PBG pass-band, which ranges 1.0 to 1.7pm, the

experimental transmission for w/o ARC, w/ SiO2 ARC and w/ SiON ARC are 70.51%,

87.77% and 95.81%, respectively as shown in figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.13: Reflectance spectrum for PBGs with and without ARC. It is shown that photonic states are suppressed by
adding ARC layers.
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Figure 7.14: Cross sectional TEM images of PBGs with ARC. (Top) 4pair-PBG with SiO2 ARC and (Bottom) 5pair-PBG
with SiON ARC. Courtesy of Dr. T. Abe Shin-Etsu Handotai Co.,Ltd

7.7 System efficiency improvement by PBG filter

Total system schematic is shown in figure 7.15. To determine total system

efficiency, many factors have to be taken into account such as emitter and cell temperatures,

photon recycling loss, responsivity of the cell, pass-band transmission in PBG filter and so

on. System efficiency can be obtained using Eqns (5-6). By adding responsivity (R) of the

cell and photon recycling loss (L), the total system efficiency can be approximated using a

geometrical series as:

qr (efficiency) = R x
Tr (A)I (,T) dA

I(AT)dA

r
1 -r

-(8)

| Tr (A) I (, T) dA
where r: = (I-L) x 1- oI

|o I(,T)d d
w e )(To -(o9)

where Tr(A), I(, T), R and L denote the transmission of PBG filter below ,i, blackbody
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radiation(energy density from emitter) and photon recycling loss, respectively. It is

assumed that the radiation with 2 > Ag is reflected by cascading PBG stacks with different

center wavelengths. Ideally, photons are recycled permanently until they are incorporated

into the PV cell, however, there should be some inevitable loss during photon recycling. In

figure 7.17, the photon recycling Loss (L(%) ) is varied from 10-100%.

i photon recycling
410 + with loss = L(%)

blackbody racliation I
I 

feflected radi-tio
ral t; - J rw, I I ......... .U.... .'Eg '

.. .. ... PB.G filter

I light E > Eg with pass-band
transmission = Tri(°)

X, responsivity R

electricity Pup

["P__ .q (efficiency) P=]Pp- Pr~

Figure 7.15: TPV system schematic. The factors which determine the system efficiency are mainly emitter temperature
T(K), L, Tr, and R.

For responsivity R, it was reported that epitaxially grown Ge directly on Si substrate using

the technique developed at Professor Kimerling's group at M.I.T. shows higher

responsivity than theory even when applied bias is zero [104] due to film strain. R was set

at 0.90 tentatively hereafter.
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Figure 7.16: Experimental responsivity of Ge epitaxially grown directly on Si substrate reported by Cannon et. al. [89].
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Figure 7.17: System efficiency depending on emitter temperature and photon recycling loss. It is shown that higher
efficiency can be expected by adding PBG filter and realizing low-loss photon recycling.
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Figure 7.18: System efficiency with and without Anti reflection coatings(SRCs). It is shown that efficiency is improved
by adding ARCs.

7.8 Discussion and summary

From figures 7.17 and 7.18, it is shown that the most effective way to improve the

efficiency is to raise the emitter temperature. However, this is limited by the system

configuration or working environment depending on applications. Other ways to achieve

higher efficiency are to reduce the photon recycling loss and add ARC on the top of PBG

filter. As an example, in the case of L=10% and T(K)=1200K, the efficiency is drastically

improved from 5% to 32% although this is almost an ideal case. In addition to employing

PBG filter, it is also important to select the materials for emitter and contact on the cell, to

develop germanium PV cell with high responsivity, and to design the whole system. It is

desirable for emitter and PV cell to have large area and to be placed in parallel to each other

to interchange photons between them effectively. By cascading rectangular parallelepiped
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TPV units as shown in figure 7.20, the system can have large area for both emitter and PV

cell and can share cooling system (liquid or air) with neighboring unit. The detail has to be

changed according to the required performance or applications.
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Figure 7.19: A conventional TPV generator [97]. It usually has a cylindrical shape.
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Figure 7.20: A proposed configuration of TPV cell. Unit cells are cascaded to share cooling system and both emitter and
PV cell have large area and are placed parallel to each other for effective photon interchange.
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With conventional III-V semiconductors, such as GaAs, the configuration shown in figure

7.20 is almost impossible since the system requires PV cells with large area. Only by

employing Ge PV cell, which is directly grown on Si wafer, which is as large as 300mm in

diameter, and PBG wavelength filter, this configuration can be realized. The combination

of Ge cell on Silicon and PBG filter with the system configuration shown in figure 7.20

may open the new realm to TPV application in addition to automobile industry [105].
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Chapter 8: Summary and Future Work

I have presented six applications based on high index contrast optical platform.

All of these examples can be applied to commercial applications since all of these are based

on mature CMOS-compatible technologies. I would like to challenge to commercialize

these applications by sophisticating fabrications techniques and improving design

parameters. In this thesis, I have mainly focused on integrated photonics and

telecommunication and energy applications. It is expected that all of these will be

promising field and I hope I can contribute to this future opto-electronics world by using

the approaches described in this thesis.

For chapter 2 (HIC waveguide), it is required as a future work to reduce sidewall

roughness to suppress total propagation loss. And it is also important not only to suppress

the loss but also to maintain high aspect ratio during dry etching process to achieve

coherent coupling with ring resonators for WDM applications.

For chapter 3 (AT waveguide), it is necessary to realize a WDM component such

as arrayed waveguides (AWGs) to compete with HIC waveguide. For HIC waveguides,

ring resonators can be used for WDM application. In addition, other applications can be

realized using air trench structures, such as air trench waveguide amplifier by integrating

long AT waveguide on a small chip, or polarization filter using high AT waveguide with

high aspect ratio.

For chapter 4 (PBG waveguide), it is required to improve the fabrication process to

improve the performance. By using PBG waveguide, various applications can be realized

due to its unique properties. Especially, its large core size realizes easy fiber/waveguide

alignment and this may open new applications of PBG waveguide, such as the combination

with (plastic optical fiber) POF and other various fibers.
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For chapter 5 (Vis-PBG), it was shown that it is possible to achieve good

performance even with Si/SiO2 platform for this wavelength. In this chapter, we focused on

visible wavelength, however, it is also possible to apply this PBG to 650/850nm optics and

other applications. Since this PBG is strongly related to man-to-machine interface, various

applications can be expected.

For chapter 6 (NIR-PBG: Si/Ge saturable absorber), we first demonstrated

CMOS-compatible Si/Ge saturable absorber and it showed the world-record performance

from Yb/Eb glass laser. As a future work, it is necessary to fully optimize the designing

parameters, especially Ge growth conditions since it is the most important parameter to

improve the performance. The stress control is also considered to be important to achieve

the satisfactory absorption in Ge layer.

For chapter 7 (MIR-PBG: TPV wavelength filter), we showed that PBG filer

works well for this application. Next goal is to integrate with Ge PV and to prove the actual

system efficiency improvement. The combination of PBG filter and Ge PV cell can

contribute to new applications of TPV devices.
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Appendix A: Basic Waveguide Theory

A.1 Waveguide structure

In this chapter, the basic waveguide designing theory, which is used for the

following chapters, is discussed. The discussion is mainly based on well-written references

[103-104]. Dielectric optical waveguides consist of core and cladding, where the core index

(ncore) is higher than the cladding index (nclad). The light is guided by total internal

reflection where the light is confined in higher index region. The critical condition for the

total internal reflection is given by:

8O-< [sin- n - Ano -M= -(1)

If low index contrast platform, where An ranges up to 0.01, is assumed, eqn.(l) is

approximated as:

6_V/ no -(2)

where ama, denotes the numerical aperture (NA), the maximum light acceptance angle. The

normalized refractive index difference (A) is defined by:

2 2ni - no 1 -n o

2n2 nl
-(3)

And NA is also expressed as:

NA = Onma nJl (4)

A.2 Concept of guided modes

Even if the angle is smaller than {, light rays cannot propagate with arbitrary angle.

Figure A. 1 shows light rays and their phase fronts in the slab waveguide. The propagation
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constants along z and x (lateral direction) are gi

pf = knlcos

K= knlsin

The reflection coefficient of the light, which is

incident plane, is given by [103],

A r nlsin +jV

-(5)

assumed to be polarized perpendicular to the

n2cos 2 _- n2

"..' J'/

x

z

nl2cos2 - n2

C $ 
knj

L >i ' ( -* J 3 \ phase front

/ x..no
. .nl 2a

I
D

no

AB= e, D= et

Figure A. 1: Light rays and phase fronts in the slab waveguide

b is the phase shift and it is described using eqn. (3) as:

1 \ncos20 - n= -2tan-1 ncsin-o
n.._in 

= -2tan - A;.
Yr a II So,5v -(7)

the complex reflection coefficient can be expressed as r = exp(-j1). The foregoing phase

shift is often referred to as Goos-Hainchen shift [103]. The distance between 2 phase fronts

(referred to as te in figure A. 1) is expressed as:

2a i
a= - 2a tan cos = 2a sin 
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and the distance between 2 reflection points (referred to as t2) as:

2a
sin b -(9)

then the phase matching condition for tl and £2 is:

(knl 2 + 2 ) -knl 1

where m is an integer. By plugging eqns. (7-9)

= 2m v -(10)

into eqn. (10), the following equation is

obtained.

tan kn1asin - s )= -1
-(11)

Eqn. (11) indicates that propagation angle, b, is discrete and a function of a, nl and A. m is

called "mode number". The mode with minimum angle b is called the fundamental mode

(m = 0) and the other modes are called higher order modes (m > 0). Figure A.2 is an

example of fundamental mode and higher order mode when m = 1.

By introducing the new parameter 4, which is given by:

sin b

g C~ = 42 -(12)

Then eqn. (11) is rewritten as:

knia2 =
cos-I + m2T

2

The left-hand side is often referred to as the normalized frequency, which is a useful

parameter for the later discussions, and expressed by:

v = knja- 2 Y -(14)

The eqn. (13) is called the dispersion equation. Figure A.2 shows the dispersion curves for

m = 0 - 6. The only fundamental mode with m = 0 exists can exist when v is less than
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oc= zr2. This is called single-mode consition of the slab waveguide. With this condition,

other higher modes are cut off. v is also called cutoff o-value. In terms of the wavelength,

cutoff condition is expressed as:

2/r
Ac = -ani4

vc -(15)

Ac is called cutoff wavelength.

10

9

8

7

6

u5
4

3

2

I

0

m=3 m=4 m=5 m=6

\m1

simondii
single mode conditio0

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Figure A.2: Dispersion curves of a slab
exists.

waveguide. When v is less than dx2, only the fiundamental mode with m=O

A.3 Maxwell's equations

In a homogeneous dielectric medium, Maxwell equations re given by:

'h
Vxe = - 8 t where u = u o

Vxh = den.. where 6 = -on 2
C' £ -(16)

The wavenumber is expressed using pemittivity and peamiability as:

ri= raw n >k = onkq0,yO -(17)
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where k is the wavenumber in a vacuum.

And wavelength X can be also expressed in terms of k.

c (ao/k) 27cc = f k) =2; where = 2rff f k -(18)

When e and h are assumed to be sinusoidal functions of time, the electric field is expressed

as:

e(t) = IEIcos(Ct + ) -(19)

wherefrepresents the phase. Eqn. (19) cab rewritten by defining the complex amplitude.

E= EIde then e(t) =Re(Ee t )} -(20)

Eqn. (20) is also expressed as:

e(t) =Ee i t -(21)

When an electromagnetic wave is considered to propagate along z-direction as shown in

figure A. 1, electric and magnetic fields are given by:

e = E(r) ei(o t - pz)

h = H(r)eJ(° t -z) -(22)

By applying Maxwell's equation eqn. (16), the following set of equations are obtained.

OE.

-y +jEy = -jw oHx
8Ez

-jpExf - ax =- o jo Hy

'ox -y

OHz

7y +j i Hy =E o 2Ex

HZ
-jp Hx - ax = jco on2 Ey

.dY aHx n2

ax dy = -(23)
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These equations are used to analyze slab or rectangular waveguides.

And the boundary conditions also have to be met.

El) = E(2)

H? ) =HI2)- (24)

where t denotes tangential components to the boundary and superscripts denote the

medium.

A.4 Slab waveguides

Maxwell's equations are given by:

I7xE = -/~o

i= o 2 FE-
Vx= -(25)

When the plane wave propagation is assumed, then electric and magnetic fields are

expressed as:

E = E(x, y) ei("' lz)

i= H(x, y) e (" 't z) -(26)

By plugging eqn. (26) into eqn. (25), the following set of equations are obtained.

OEz
_ +jEy =-j p uo Hx

-j8x y 9 -J op° Hy
dEYa9E,
dX dY :woHz-(27)

and
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+j H =jo o n2E

dH-
-j/Hx- X

OY xH

= j o n2Ex

=j co n2Ez
-(28)

z

0.

2a!

Figure A.3: Schematic of dielectric slab waveguide.

In the slab waveguide shown in figure A.3, electro and magnetic fields E and H do not

depend on y-direction. Therefore, it is assumed that

9E _H
= 0 and = 0dy dy -(29)

For Transverse electric (TE) mode, the following wave equation is obtained.

d2E
,d2 + (k2n2 2)Ey

where

H =- 'E
co o dEy

ex=Ez = dE
EH =E, =1-4=0

=0
-(30)

-(31)
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For transverse magnetic (TM) mode, the wave equation is expressed as:

d I ) (k2 2
d n2 d + n2 /=> -(32)

where

Ex - 2 Hy

j dHy
Co n 2

EY =Hx =H =0 -(33)

A.5 Dispersion equations

For the slab waveguide shown in figure A.3, the guided light is confined in the

core and exponentially decay in the cladding, the electric field distribution is expressed as:

Acos(Ka- )e- ((x- a) if x > a

Ey =Acos(Kx - ) if -a <x _a

Acos(Ka + )e ( x + a) if x < a -(34)

where K, o, and ; are wavenumbers along the x-axis in the core and cladding and are given

by:

tc= k2n2 - f 2

r= /4 2 k2n

=# J 2 k22-(35)

To satisfy the boundary conditions at the interface of core and cladding, dEudx also has to

be continuous at the interfaces.
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-crAcos(Ka - )e °(X - a)
dEy

dcT
= -KAsin(Kx - b)

SAcos(Ka + )e(x +a)

From eqns. (35) and (36), the following equations are obtained.

KAsin(a + ) = Acos(Ka + )
rAcos(Ka - ) = Asin(Ka - ) 

36)

(37)

By removing A in eqn. (37), the following equation is obtained.

tan(u + ) = 
U

tan(u- ) =
W'

U -(38)

where

U = Ka
w=wa
w' = aa -(39)

From eqn. (38), the eigenvalue equations are obtained.

msr I (1 /w
u= - + -t tan-2 +2 u

mc - - w)4- = + tan2 U 

+ tan' (- )

+ 2 tan-'(-)

(m =0, 1,2,3..)

Using eqns. (35) and (39), the following relationships are obtained.

u2 + w2 =k2 a2(n2-n 2 ) =0

w =4 2 + W2

2 2
ns -no

Y- n2 2 
n ns -(41)

v is called normalized frequency. And y is a measure of the asymmetry of the cladding
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refractive indices. Eqn. (41) indicated that once the dimensions of the waveguide and the

wavelength of the light are determined, the normalized frequency v and y are also

determined. u, w, w' and 0 are determined by solving eqn. (40) and (41). In the case of

asymmetrical waveguide (n > no), higher refractive index ns is used as the cladding

refractive index since the cutoff conditions are determined when the normalized

propagation constant /k is equal to the higher cladding refractive index. Eqns. (40) and

(41) are the dispersion equations or eigenvalue equations for TEm modes. When the

wavelength of the light and the dimensions of the waveguide are given or normalized

frequency u and asymmetrical parameter y are obtained, the propagation constant can be

determined. From eqn. (35), it is obvious that k has to be real number for the main part of

optical field to be confined in the core region. And s and x also have to be real to have

exponential decay in the cladding. Then the following condition should be met.

n <I ni
-(42)

/ic is often referred to as the effective index.

n= -
-(42)

If ns is larger than ne, the electromagnetic field in the cladding becomes oscillatory as is

indicated in eqn. (34). Then the field is dissipated as the radiation mode. As is in eqn. (42),

,8 = kns represents the critical condition under which the field is cut off and becomes the

radiation mode (non-guided mode), this is called cutoff condition. By introducing a new

parameter, b, shown below,

2 2
e -s

n - n2 -(43)

then, the condition for the guided mode is expressed as below by using eqn. (42),
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0_ b_<1 (44)

The cutoff condition is rewritten as:

b O _(45)

b is often called the normalized propagation condition and is very useful expression to

judge cutoff condition. The dispersion equation, eqn. (40), can be rewritten using u and b

shown below.

Zo.JI~I1 b __+_
2v ilm b = mr- + tan +tan 

-1 +tan 1 -b -(46)

and eqn. (35) can be rewritten as:

u= ol-bW - v4 TI

w'= v4 b + -(47)

As a simple example where no = n, and y = 0, dispersion equations can be written as:

u 2 +tan-' or w =u tan u- 2)

mir
2

or b - = + tan b
2 or b -(48)

A.6 Obtaining propagation constant
The propagation constant is obtained graphically. Figure A.4 is an u-w relationship

of the symmetrical slab waveguide. u and w are plotted so that eqn. (48) is satisfied. This

relation is also plotted for the case of v = 1, 2, 3 and 4. The solutions of this dispersion

equation are given as intersections in this figure. In figure A.4, there is only one intersection

for u =1. This indicates that there is only one guided mode when the waveguide dimension
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and the wavelength of the light satisfy v > x'2. v, = 2 is called the cutoff normalized

frequency below which only one guided mode can exist. wc is obtained from the cutoff

condition for

m = 1. If v > vc, then two or more than two guided modes exist.

6

5

4

3

2

1

A

m=O m=l m=2 m=3

uir/2

,=3

0 1 2 3 4

u

Figure A.4: An u-w relationship for the symmetric slab waveguide.

4 5 6

More generally, the cutoff u value for TE and TM modes are written as:

mr + ItanI4- -c,E - 2 2 + for TE mode

VcTM 2 + - tan-l ( for TMmode
2 2 no

By modifying eqn. (48), the new dispersion equation is obtained.

f(v, m, b) = v - - - -tan - b2 1-b 0

-(49)

-(50)

Figure A.5 is the plot off (v, m, b) for v = 5 and y = 0 (symmetric waveguide). The value

of b whenf (v, m, b) = 0 gives the normalized propagation constant b for the given v-value
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which is determined by the wavelength, refractive indices for core, cladding and substrate,

and the waveguide dimensions. the normalized propagation constant b is obtained for each

normalized frequency v. This o-b relationship is called the dispersion curve. Figure A.6 is

dispersion curves for TE modes in the slab waveguide [103]. This curve depends only on

mode number m and the measure of asymmetry y. Therefore this dispersion curve is

constant once m and yare determined and is useful for single-mode waveguide designing.

5

4
3

2

-2

-3

-4 -

-5

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

b

Figure A.5: Dispersion plot for the calculation of the eigenvalue.

.0

C

c
a
C
0

Ca

- 0o0L.

a

a

Normalized frequency v

Figure A.6: Dispersion curves for TE modes in the slab waveguide [103].
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A.7 Electric field distribution

If the eigenvalue of the waveguide is obtained using the previous approach, the

electric distribution is also obtained using eqn. (34). Power is written as:

P = I J I (E x H*) u d = I (E Hy - EyHx )

For TE mode, eqn. (50) is rewritten using eqns. (30) and (31) as:

-(51)

-(52)

Using eqn. (34), the following equations are obtained.

score 2w u 0 1+Ba2#0oIi
sin2(u + )

2w
+ sin 2 (u- ) )

2w' t
sub aA2 cos2(u + )

2 co1 0 2w

pad _ aA 2 cos2(u- )
Pclad 2oThen total power is given by:

Then total power is given by:

P = Pcore + Psub + Pclad 
iaA {1 +

2 wOu 1o

The constant A in eqn. (34) is then expressed using P as:

2wpP
A = p f1a(l + 1/2w + 1/2w)

The confinement factor is defined as Pcor/,P and written as:

Pcore
Fr= P

if -a <x •a

if x<-a

if x a
-(53)

1

2w
-(53)

-(54)

sin 2 (U + )

2w
+ sin 2 (u- )

2w'
I I

lw + 2w' -(55)
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Figure A.7 is an example where v= 4, n= 3.38, n = 3.17, no = 0 and y = 6.6. In this

configuration, three modes exist for TE mode [103].

t'a$TE0 o Ad

-a a X

Figure A.7: Examples of electric field distributions in the slab waveguide [103].

A.8 TM mode dispersion equation

Using eqns. (32) and (33), the dispersion equation for TM mode is obtained in a

similar approach to that for TE mode. The magnetic field Hy is expressed similarly.

Acos(Ka - a)e-a(x- a ) ifx > a

Hy = Acos(Kx - ) if -a <x <a

Acos(Kra + 4)e{(x + a) ifx <-a -(56)

After applying the boundary conditions, where Hy and E, are continuous at the interfaces,

the dispersion equation is obtained.

mTr 1I (nww d nIw'\
u- 2 +- 2 tan - 2 + tan 2 
This2 equation can be rewritten using normalized frequency and normalized propagation

This equation can be rewritten using normalized frequency and normalized propagation
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constant b.

2v4 T Tb = mr + tan n -b ta b -(58)

Figure A.8 is an example of dispersion curves for TM and TE modes, where nl = 3.38,

ns= no = 3.17 and 7= 0 [103]. As shown in figure A.8, b for TE mode is larger than that for

TM mode. This indicated that the TE mode is better confined in the core than the TM mode.

The power for TM mode is similarly obtained.

P= p I 2 d-
2w.-O - n2 Y j dC -(59)

.0I
4
Ja.

a

13.:C

.
:S .a
C

: ..

N

.L .

No-rmialized frequency v
0

Figure A.8: Dispersion curves for the TE and TM modes is the slab waveguide [103].

A.9 Channel waveguide

In this section, the approach developed by Marcatitli [4] is employed to carry out

the analysis to handle channel waveguide shown in Figure A.9.
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Y

2d
x

2a

Figure A.9: Three dimensional channel waveguide.

In this approach, shaded area in Figure A.9 is ignored since the electromagnetic field in the

shaded area experiences rapid decay if the light is well guided. And the boundary

conditions are not imposed to shaded area. It is first assumed that E and H, are

predominant. Then wave equations are obtained as:

Y + 2+ (k2n2 - 2 ) =

Hx =0

C u o 2 

2 aE. = I + H

E= i dy
o son 2 Ox

dy
z f= ,B 8y -(60)

On the other hand, if Ey and Hx are predominant, then the following wave equations are

obtained as:
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o2H x 2H
dx2 y2

Hy = 

Ex = 
o 0 n f

EY = - f -
coJr

1

o 0 n2 

j 8Hx

Hxdx

When Ex and Hy are predominant, the modes are expressed as Epqx, where p and q are

integers. And when Ey and Hx are predominant, the modes are expressed as Epqy.

A.10 Dispersion equation for Epqx and Epq

When Ex and Hy are predominant, the solution is expressed as:

Acos(k x - ) cos(ky y - )

Hy = Acos(k a- )e(xa)cos( a)coskyy - )

Acos(kx x- )ey(x -d)cos(ky d- V)

for region(l)

for region(2)

for region(3)
-(62)

where transverse numbers kx, ky, y, and optical phases and tv are given by:

-k2 - ky2 + k 2n 2 2 = 

2 -k2 + k2n2 -P 2 2= 

kx2 2 k2 n 2 + k2 2 = 

for region(l)

for region(2)

for region(3)

and
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02Hx

dxy
a2Hx

y 2

-(61)

-(63)
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where p = 1, 2, 3,...

y,= (q - 1) where q = 1, 2, -(63,.. 4)

By applying the boundary conditions shown below,

Ez, c n2 x =continuousatx = a

H oc - = z continuous aty = d
Z ~~~dy ~ -(65)

the following dispersion equations are obtained.

kxa=(p-l) 2 + tan- n,kx

ky d= (q - ) 2 + tan ( )66)

Transverse numbers kx, ky, yy and optical phases and t are given by eqn. (63)

X2 = k2 ( n/ 2 n2 ) - k 2

Y k2 (n -n) -kY -(67)

Then the propagation constant is obtained as:

kn -(k k ) -(68)

The same approach can be applied to calculate the dispersion equation for Epqy mode. H is

expressed as:

Acos(kxx - ) cos(kyy - §r) for region(l)

Hx = Acos(kx a - 0)eYrx(x a)cos(kyy - v) for region(2)

Acos(kx - )ey(Y -d)cos(kyd- Y) for region(3)

By applying the boundary conditions shown below,
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0Hx
H oc Ox ::* continuous at x = adx

I Hx
Ez oc 2 8y continuousaty = d

-(71)

the following dispersion equations are obtained. Figure A. 10 is a set of examples of mode

definitions.

kxa = (p- 1) +tan-

kyd= (q -1) +tan

V.

(c) E12 mode

(e) E2 mode

-(72)

(d) E1 mode

yA

Jf\ , ---

Fig. A.X: Mode definitions of electric field distributions in Marcatili's method [103].

For other approaches, it is possible to employ Kumar's method [105] or effective index
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method [4]. Kumar's method offers better accuracy rather than Marcatili's method by

taking into account the contribution of the fields in the shaded area in figure A.9. The

effective index method is often used for ridge waveguide, where it is too complicated to

apply Marcatili's or Kumar's method.
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Appendix B: Basic physics of photonic crystal

B.1 Maxwell's equaltions

The propagation of light in dielectric media can be expressed by the macroscopic

Maxwell equations.

V.D =p

VxE=--
t

Vx H=- 
dt (1)

where E and H represent the electric and the magnetic field, respectively and D and B the

displacement and magnetic induction, respectively. p and j represents the free charges

and currents, respectively. D and B can be expressed as follows by assuming

linear and homogenous optical materials.

D = EoeE
B=,uouH (2)

where u and are the magnetic permeability and the dielectric constant,

respectively. ,uo and go are those for free space. In most cases of interest, the permeability

is unity or close to unity. Moreover, in the media with no charge and current, which is often

the case with our cases, we can assume that p = j =0. Using these assumptions,

simple harmonic wave equations are obtained as below.
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H(r, t) =H(r)e -'it

E(r, t) = E(r)e-i' ' (3)

By combining (1)-(3), the time dependence can be removed and the master equation can be

obtained as below.

Ax X ( ( xH(r)) H(r)

Equation (4) determines the distribution of the magnetic field H and corresponding

frequency co inside the photonic crystal which is defined by dielectric constant s. Equation

(4) is called "Master equation". A several computational techniques have been developed to

solve this equation for 2-D and 3-D systems. Photonic bandgaps for 1-D structures can also

be solved using this equation. Due to the relative simplicity of 1-D structures, a different

approach based on matrix multiplication provides an easier alternative to a solution of eqn.

(4) [109].

B.2 Plane wave reflection from a layered medium

A. TE polarization

The electric field of plane wave incident on a planar boundary can be expressed as

below.

Ei =yEy =yEoe -i k1 xx + i kz (5)

and the magnetic field by

1 - 1 ^ z)
Hi=V xEi (kxx+kz)Eoe -iklxx+iklzz

i 0 ,u 1 @ ,u 1 -(6)
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where the components of the wave vector satisfy the dispersion relation as follows.

ko = co o =-k S x + k = CO2~/t. = kon 2 wher ck +kz 2,u =kon2 where C and

ni =¥`& / (oeo) -(7)

In most cases, especially for dielectric materials, it can be assumed

1/ = 

The reflected electric and magnetic fields are given by

^ 1
Er =y rEoe' XX +i 'l z and Hr = (-kf xx + kfz z)rEoe' ixx + i ,z

(o/p

where kx + kh2 = Co2,262 = kdn -(8)

If we assume that the medium is inhomogeneous along x direction e=E(X) and /=p(x), it is

possible to employ propagation matrix method. By defining the permittivity and

permeability as

T?(x) and Es=s(x/) for -dl2x>-d(lth layer) -(9)

as shown Fig.x. For TE polarized incident wave

E ^ "" -i'kx+ ko= e
and for the reflected wave, E,=rE0e0 .-(1 0)

In the th layer, the electric field id given by

where E= (A, e-'k(x d)+B e+ikex(d)) e 'i ' and

-E (A] e i*'J/(xdl)+Bj e+'k'x+d)) iiz
ia1 4 ax -o1F, -(11)

and k = °- k= , k ko forall 1. From theboundaryconditions, where Ey and
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Hz are continuous at x = -dl lead to

Al +B = Al, e-ik( 'l#)' ( -d, + dI,)+B ei4'k(j)(-d,+ d,) d

Al -B = k(+) (A, e-ik( l ) (- d + d,)-B, eik#* )(- d, + d t))
8,+ k& -(12)

A, k.+l)x
Pr,, -

I define u/,l ka and the thickness of the 1th layer h+,,) = di+ - d, , then get

LB. BJ(') L= B, where the backward-propagation matrix is defined as

_
B L (1+P1+ ) e-ika,)xh, (1-+P ) eik* (l )xhll' -(13)

I can also define a forward-propagation matrix as follows

Al, 1F Al

L B J L/+.I)B - where

(1+P(l+,)e)e ik( ' (1-P)) ei' h 1
( 2 L (1-Pah)')e -k+ x "h' (1+P(,))ei* hJ -(14)

The intensities of the incident and reflected waves are related to those intensities in the

transmitted region N+1 by

Eo - - - [AN+,1 bl b12 tEo
o = Bo, B12 B 23 *'BN(N+I) 

rEo BN+L b2 i b22 0 -(15)

where BN+1=0, since I assume that there is no incident wave from the bottom. Then I can

obtain the transmission and reflection coefficients of the multi layered medium as follows.

1 b,

be] and be -(16)
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B. TMpolarization

For TM polarization,

E =:> H

1 > i

I can use the duality principle, that is,

H => -E J = M M -J

E/i jtP Pe A/M P/ -Pe -(17)

Then, from TE to TM polarization can be done.
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